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Lawmakers remain
at impasse on how
to fix pension
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Defendant represents himself in court
Judge Foust accepts guilty plea from Delancey
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- Weekend discussions on fixing the
financially troubled pension plans for state and local government
retirees elicited starkly different reactions from the legislative
leaders who attended.
Democratic House Speaker Greg Stumbo said
Monday the latest meeting yielded no resolution
and no plans to appoint a conference committee
to work through differences.
"It would be useless: were so far apart,"
Stumbo told reporters. "I think if we keep meeting, we can find some middle ground."
Meanwhile, Republican Senate President
Robert Stivers said he believes an agreement
could be near.
Stumbo
"I think a lot of good discussions took place,"
he said of a meeting on Sunday with Gov. Steve
Beshear and House Democrats. "I think the governor weighed in
to a certain extent and moved us closer to a resolution, but not a
total resolution at this point in time. I think it is possible that we
could come up with a resolution sometime very soon ."
The Democratic-controlled House and Republican-led Senate
have been at odds on proposed fixes to the pension system,
which has a $33 billion unfunded liability.
The Senate is proposing a 401(k)-like retirement plan for new
employees - a move the House opposes. And the House wants to
use money from the lottery and horse tracks to boost the states
- yearly pension contribution. The Senate is balking at that idea.
Negotiators met again with Gov. Steve Beshear on Sunday.
In describing the status of the talks, Stumbo told reporters that
legislative leaders have taken only the second step in a 1,000
mile journey.
"The discussions have been good," he said. "Nobody is going
to sit at the table with the governor at the Governor's Mansion or
the governoes office and be disrespectful of each other. So, at
least it's providing a forum where everyone can talk about these
issues."
Stivers said the pension issue could be resolved without the

III See Page 2

Cardinals count down to
conclave with final talks
By NICOLE WINFIELD
Associated Press
VATICAN:CITY(AP)— Cardinals gathered for their final day
of talks Monday before the conclave to elect the next pope, amid
debate over whether the Catholic Church needs more of a manager pope to clean up the Vatican or a pastoral pope who can
inspire the faithful at a time of crisis.
There were indications that plenty of questions remained about
the state of the church and the best man to lead it heading into
Tuesday's conclave: Not all the cardinals who wanted to speak
were able to Monday and the cardinals were forced to take a vote
about continuing the discussion into the afternoon.
In the end, a majority of cardinals chose to cut short the formal
discussion, and the cardinals who did speak shortened their comments, according to the Vatican spokesman the Rev. Federico •
Lombardi.
One of the main presentations came from Cardinal Tarcisio

III See Page 2

WEATHER

Tuesday: Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower 50s. West
winds 10 to 15 mph.
Tuesday night: Mostly
clear Lows around 30
Northwest winds around 10

Murray
11 Calloway County's
Hometown Newspaper
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mph.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
Highs in the upper 40s.
Wednesday night: Mostly
clear Lows in the upper 20s.
Thursday: Partly sunny.
Highs in the mid 50s.
Thursday night: Partly
cloudy. Lows around 40.
Friday: Partly cloudy. Highs
in the mid 60s.
Friday night: Partly cloudy.
Lows in the upper 40s
Saturday: Partly sunny.
Highs in the upper 60s
Saturday night: Mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent
chance of showers. Lows in
the upper 40s.
Sunday: Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
Highs around 60
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Tab Delancey stands alone at a podium Monday morning in Calloway Circuit Court as defense
attorney Cheri Riedel studies documents. Riedel was standing by in case Delancey changed
his mind about representing himself as he entered a guilty plea in front of Judge Dennis Foust.
He was facing aescape charge from the Calloway County Jail.

City Human Rights Commission
holds bullying town hall meeting
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Wnter
Tables are not only used for
dining - they are also a safe
place to bring a collection of
ideas, especially on how to prevent bullying in a local community.
On Monday night, the
Murray Middle School cafeteria transformed from a dining
establishment into a town hall
meeting called "Striving to
Prevent Bullying," a special
presentation organized with the
help of the Human Rights
Commission of Murray, in
hopes of opening up discussions on how to keep Calloway
County a bully-free zone.
Noted dignitaries from the
community - as well as local
citizens - showed up for the

well-attended event, as guest
speaker and founder of Bully
Free Systems Dr. Allan Beane
began the evening with a short
dissertation on current problems with bullies and how to
deal with them on a day-to-day
basis.
Beane, who took up the cause
when his own son was bullied,
said the main reason bullying
occurs is because of a power
imbalance, either real or perceived between two people, as
the repeated verbal, psychological and/or physical abuse causes traumatic repercussions
throughout a person's life.
"It's often threatening and
creates a very hurtful and hostile environment," Beane said.
"Wherever it is - in the theater,
in the park, in the workplace
many times a very hostile envi.

The last of three inmates facing charges of allegedly escaping from the Calloway County
Jail workhouse in December
pleaded guilty Monday in
Calloway Circuit Court.
Arkansas
resident
Tab
Delancey stood in front of
Judge Dennis Foust Monday
morning and decided to represent himself.
Delancey, through an agreement with the Commonwealth
Attorney's office, pleaded to
one count of escape 2nd degree
and one count'of being a persistent felony offender 2nd
degree. The agreement carried
a sentence of one-to-five years
in jail for the escape and a 10year sentence for the PFO
charge. The PFO charge-took
precedent, adding an additional
10 years to jail time Delancey
was already serving, it was
noted.
Delancey, Bradley Cathey of

IN See Page 2

Nominations
now being
accepted for
Gentry Award

ronment."
Even now, Beane said the
definition of bullying is starting
to shift, as more.and more cases
of single-incident cruel behaviors are leading to an increase
in problems in social development - even as extreme as suicide.
Anybody can be a victim and
anybody can be a bully, Beane
said, and it is jealousy, anger
and the inability to deal with
differences in society causing
most of the abuse cases through
bullying.
Jody-Cofer, chair of the HRC
of Murray, said the main focus
of preventing bullying had
been decided in late October,
and as discussions continued, it
only made sense to get feed-

Nominations are now
being accepted for the
United Way of MurrayCalloway County Kathie
Lifetime
Gentry
Achievement Award.
The recipient will be
announced at the. Giving
Back Scholars Event on
Tuesday, April 9, at Murray
State University's Wrather
Museum Auditorium. The
deadline for submission is
Friday, March 27, according
to Aaron Dail, executive
director of the United Way
Murray-Calloway
of

Ill See Page 2
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Symphony Orchestra, Symphonic Band to present conceit
Special to the Ledger
The music department of
Murray State University will
present two of the department's
instrumental ensembles in a
special Winter Concert on
Thursday. March 14, at 7:30
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium on
campus. The concert will feature the Ma: Symphony
Orchestra and the MSU
Symphonic Band.
The symphony orchestra
opens the concert with the
by
Overture"
"Tancredi
Gioacchino Rossini. ''Opening
a concert with an exciting
Rossini overture is always an
audience pleaser, and this work
is surely no exception,- stated
Director
of Bands and
Orchestra Dennis L. Johnson.
The symphony orchestra concludes their portion of the pro-

II See Page 2

Photo provided

The Murray State University Symphony Orchestra is shown here performing in Chicago's
famed Orchestra Hall in March 2011.
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hardware, Electrical and Plumbing Protessioneis For Over 57 Years!

Di DANCE AT MURRAY
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Wednesday, March 13
at 6 p.m. Cost $5
Line Dance, 2 Steppers
and more
Donna the dance teacher
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•Defendant represents...

1111 MSU Winter Concert... •Gentry Award...
From Front
gram with a composition recognized and admired by most
everyone, "Jupiter" from "The
,Planets" by Gustav Hoist.
"Last semester we performed
.'Mars' and now we tackle
undoubtedly the most difficult
yet identifiable of the set,"
Johnson said. "Jupiter involves
many extra players with exciting themes and dramatic turns
throughout."
Concluding the program will
be the department's Symphonic
Band led this semester by
Professor Johnson. The band
'will perform "Fanfare for
korea" by Jacob deHaan, "Ye
Banks and Braes 0' Bonnie
Doon" by Percy Grainger and
"Aquarium" by Johan deMeij.
"1 was fortunate to conduct the

world premiere of 'Fanfare' in
Korea last year and this will be
the United States premiere. It is
composed by a good friend of
mine who was also in attendance at the premiere. 'Banks
and Braes' is undoubtedly one
of the most captivating of
Grainger's Folk Song settings.
It's beautiful melody and twisting harmonies make it a concert
favorite, he said.
"Aquarium is a three movement work in which the melodic
motives depict different fish.
These motives enter and exit at
various times while the final
movement makes use of all of
them," stated Johnson. The concert is free, and the public is
urged to attend.

From Front
County.
In 2001 the board of directors
of the United Way of MurrayCalloway County initiated a
lifetime achievement award
named for Gentry, long-time
director of Need Line. She was
the first recipient of this award,
Dail said. The board invites residents' nominations for this
year's recipient.
Guidelines/Criteria:
A. The nomination must
honor a person for a lifetime of
humanitarian service to others
in our community.
B. The nominee must be a resident of Calloway County.
C. The nominee must exhibit
the characteristics and attributes
of Kathie Gentry: Selfless;
Caring and compassionate in a

III Anti-bullying Town Hall meeting...
From Front
back from the community on
how to implement anti-bully
policy throughout the area.
The town hall meeting, he
said, was just the next step in the
process.
"If you look at the cross segment of who's in this room,
you've got everyone from
young people that have sadly
experienced bullying, all the
way up to our city's executives,"

Cofer said. "Surely we can make
a difference. If we can't, we're
in trouble."
Directly following Beane's
presentation, HRC members
headed up guided discussions,
as the self-made groups came up
with a plethora of options on
how to combat persistent abuse
in not just local schools, but in
the entire area.
Better school monitoring,
using more positive language
and improving awareness at

early ages were just some of the
possibilities tossed about in a
foray of ideas.
Eleanor Spry, assistant superintendent of the Murray
Independent School District,
was just one of the many speakers for the groups who came up
with several ways on how to
deal with a growing problem.
"We talked . about educating
and speaking up and speaking
your mind, and that awareness is
voice," Spry said. -We need to

"I love all the music
performances, bingo
and exercise class."
—Delores Gossett
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A Murray man facing charges
of causing the death of one man
and injuries to several others

•Impasse; pension...
From Front
need to ap point a conference
committee to negotiate the final
details. He said amendments
could simply be attached to legislation and voted on the House
and Senate floors without the
aid of a conference committee.
"There are many ways we can
complete the task," he said. "I
think we're very close to having
some type of resolution on that."
Beshear, a Democrat, has said
he intends to call lawmakers
back into special session if they
can't agree this time around on a
financial fix for pensions.
A proposal passed by the
House and now stalled in the
Senate calls for the state lottery
to add Keno and some new
online games to generate revenue for the pensions. It also
calls for tax revenue from slotlike devices, called Instant
Racing machines, at horse
tracks to be designated for pensions. Stumbo said those
options could net $100 million a

year, roughly the amount of
additional money Kentucky
needs to make its annual pension contribution.
In Kentucky, actual slots are
banned, but two horse tracks
have installed the Instant
Racing machines. Players wager
on the outcomes of past horse
races, without knowing who
won. The machines spawned a
legal challenge that is now
pending before the Kentucky
Supreme Court.
Legislative leaders said they
want to avoid a special session
if at all possible. The
Research
Legislative
Commission estimates the cost
of.a special session at $300,000
a week.
"I don't think anybody in the
General Assembly in either
chamber wants to have a special
session on pensions," Stumbo
said. "So, we're working as hard
as we can."

important day in the history of the
church."
There's no clear front-runner for a
From Front
job most cardinals say they would
names
Bertone, the Vatican No. 2 who never want, but a handful of
to
candidates
circulating
top
are
as
heads the commission of cardiat
church
1.2
the
lead
billion-strong
nals overseeing the scandalmarred Vatican bank. He out- a critical time in its history.
Cardinal Angelo Scola has senlined the bank's activities and
management credentials, runous
the Holy See's efforts to clean
the archdiocese of Mita!? —
ning
in
up its reputation international
financial circles, Lombardi said. Italy's largest and most important
The Holy See's finances, and par- — and before that Venice, both of
ticularly the work of the Vatican which have produced several pope
bank have been under the spotlight in the past.
He's affable and Italian, but
during these pre-conclave meetings
as cardinals seek to investigate alle- not from the Italian-centric
gations of corruption in the Vatican Vatican bureaucracy. That
administration and get to the bot- makes him attractive perhaps to
tom of the bank's long history of those seeking reform of .the
nerve center of the Catholic
scandal and secrecy.
Cardinal Thomas Collins of Church, which was exposed as
Toronto, Canada, acknowledged the corrupt and full of petty turf batimportance of the task at hand, tles by the leaks of papal docutelling reporters as he arrived ments last year.
Monday: "Yes, tomorrow is a very

II Conclave....
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2397 State Route 94E • Murray, KY • 753-4050
(from Murray take 94E, 1-1/2 miles on right)

Onion Sets • Seed Potatoes • Strawberry Plants
Asparagus Crowns • Garlic Bulbs

SPRING PLANTS READY NOW•

Kentucky District of

Cabbage • Broccoli • Tuscan Kale
Joi Choi • Mesclun • Spinach • Cauliflower

scores
scores

Open Monday-Friday 9-4, Saturday 9-3

Collage lk Careerscore

• The Murray Personnel
and Finance Committee will
meet at 5 p.m. Thursday in
City Hall to discuss a city
sticker ordinance amendment, a business license
ordinance amendment and
sanitation rates. They also
plan to meet in executive
session pursuant to KRS
61.810(1)(b) for deliberations on the future acquisition of real property. The
Public Works Committee will
meet at 6:20 p.m. to discuss
livability sidewailufgant.bids
and a brine plant resolution
and purchase agreement.
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at City
Hall. The council will vote on
a resolution establishing the
policy and prccedure for the
production, distribution, use,
and/or sale of brine manufactured by the City of
Murray and a municipal
Paula
appointing
order
Owen Compton to the
Human Rights Commission
for a one-year term. They will
also vote on the first readings of amendments to the
city sticker ordinance and
the business license ordinance.
• The Calloway County
School Board is set to meet
in regular session on
Thursday at 6 p.m. at the
Board of Education. A short
recess will be held for a special meeting of the Calloway
County Finance Corporation,
following routine discussion
for
requests
regarding
pre-travel
fundraisers,
requests and general personnel discussion. The
board will then enter executive session for a potential
land acquisition to be determined at a later date.

Hazel and Terry Hardin of
allegedly
Green
Bowling
escaped from the workhouse on
the evening of Dec. 16. Cathey
and Hardin were reported
apprehended a little more than a
week after the alleged escape.
Delancey was reported located
and arrested Feb. 15, by
deputies in Perry County, Ark.
Delancey, 47, was serving a
I2-year sentence for parole violation. He had been sentenced to
90 days in the Calloway County
Jail on misdemeanor charges,
including criminal mischief 3rd
degree, possession of burglary
tools, theft by unlawful taking,
possession of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia.
It was reported that previously
Delancey had served time related to burglary charges in 2009
in Crittenden, Marshall and
Caldwell counties. Upon sentencing, he was remanded to the
of
Department
Kentucky
Corrections.

HUGE selection of bulk seed and prelockaged seed

scores

lot 6 OiSti;k t

Town Crier

From Front

YOUR ONE-STOP
SPRING GARDEN CENTER!!

Registration Packet:
Pick up in the school office beginning
March lit from 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
highest district

listen carefully and look carefully in order to properly investigate possible cases of bullying."
Bobbie Bryant, community
development advisor for the
Kentucky League of Cities,
served as the moderator of the
event, and as native of Murray,
she said she was proud to see
what could be the beginning of
big changes in the state in her
hometown.
"Murray is one of the only
cities I have heard of that has
made an effort to address this
topic," Bryant said. "I'm proud
of the work tonight."

I

Child's Social Security Card
4 Child's Official Birth Certificate
Completed Registration Packet

2nd

way;
unassuming
quiet,
Respectful of the humanity and
dignity of all people; Serving
others above and beyond the
call of duty.
Nomination:
Please submit nominations,
neatly printed or typed with the
following information: Your
name; Your phone number;
Nominee's name; Nominee's
phone number; Basis of
Nomination; Please be specific
as possible; Please provide basis
of nomination in narrative form
in 500 words or less.
Send nomination to the following: Kathie Gentry Award
Committee, United Way of
Murray-Calloway County, 607
Poplar, Murray, KY 42071 unitedway @mun-ay-ky.net

during a May 2012 wreck has
filed several motions challenging evidence in his case.
Attorney John Stroud, representing defendant James Sasse,
filed six motions with Foust
Monday. Sasse is charged with
reckless homicide in the death
of Calloway County farmer
Danny Pittman in a crash that
occurred May 6 on Ky. 121 near
New Concord. Officials said
that wreck also injured Sasse, a,
well as three others, including
Pittman's wife, Patsy.
Commonwealth
Attorney
Mark Blankenship said he has
decided to seek upgraded
charges, possibly assault, after
recently speaking with the
Pittman family. Currently, Sasse
is charged with five counts of
wanton endangerment in the
crash but Blankenship said he
feels the penalties for that
charge do not match the severity of the case.
Blankenship has asked for the
case to go before a Calloway,
(
County grand jury this month.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.

www.beanstoblossoms.com
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Obituaries
Janice Farris Weatherford
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Funeral services for Janice Farris Weatherford, 70, of Murray, Ky.,
will be held Wednesday, March 13, 2013, at 1 p.m. at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale, Kim Weatherford and
Timothy Weatherford officiating. Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery. Visitation will be held Wednesday.
March 13, 2013, from 6-11 a.m. at the funeral
home.
Mrs. Weatherford died Saturday, March 9, 2013,
at home with her family all around her.
Mrs. Weatherford was born in Murray, March 9,
1943, to Ben Keys Farris and Lejenia H. Farris.
Mrs. Weatherford was preceded in death by her
father, Ben Keys Farris; one brother, Donald Ben
Farris in infapcy; and one sister, Wanda Joyce
Weatherford
Farris when she was 1 year old.
Mrs. Weatherford is survived by her husband and best friend,
Larry D. Weatherford, of Murray, to whom she married March 31,
1962; her mother, Lejenia H. Farris, of Murray; two sons, Kim L.
Weatherford and wife, Diana (their children are Emma and Abby)of
Flower Mound,Texas and Timothy L. Weatherford and wife, Peggy
(their children are Hannah, Will, Emily, Jacob, Claire and niece
Sandy)of Franklin, Tenn.; one sister, Rita F. Burton(who was married to the late John Dudley Burton) of Hazel; Dudley and Rita's
son, John Benjamin Burton and wife, Tiffany (their child is Haley)
of Owensboro; one brother-in-law, Charlie L. Burkeen and wife,
Oleta, of New Providence; four sisters-in-law, Alice Bell and husband, JB, Evelyn Burkeen, Mary Ann Burkeen and Myrtle Lou
Freeman, all of Murray; one uncle, Hardeman Hendon and wife,
Avis, of Nashville, Tenn.; three aunts, Blanche Pittman, Audrey
Hendon and Rachel Tbomasson, all of Murray; several cousins,
nieces, nephews, great-nieces and great-nephews.
Mrs. Weatherford was a member of the Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Mrs. Weatherford exemplified Proverbs 31. She was the perfect example of a Godly wife, mother, grandmother, daughter and
sister.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Glendale Road
Church of Christ, 1101 Glendale Road, Murray, KY 42071 (270)
753-3714. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home._
This is a paid obituary.

Stumbo declares
hemp bill dead

Ashley Flener
Graveside services for Ashley Flener, 25, of Murray, Ky., will be
held at 11 a.m. Thursday, March 14, 2013, at the Murray City
Cemetery with Shelby Underhill and Aaron
Dowdy officiating. Visitation will be held from 58 p.m. Wednesday, March 13, 2013, at Imes-Miller
Funeral Home.
She died Saturday, March 9, 2013, at her residence.
Born March 31, 1987, in Murray, she is survived
by one son, Jaxsen Flener; parents, Gene Paul and
Robin Johnson; two sisters, Kristen Hudspeth and
husband, Chris and Alicia Hudson and husband,
Flew
Mikey; grandmother, Janice Holland and husband,
Charles, all of Murray; one niece and three nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the
family to benefit Jaxsen. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmiller.com. Arrangements are being handled by ImesMiller Funeral Home.
(The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing or
space.)

Ky. reports sharp decline
in General Fund revenue
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky General Fund revenue
declined sharply in February,
largely due to a weak performance by the state's income tax, a
state official said Monday.
Budget Director Jane Driskell
said collections for the month
were down 5.2 percent, costing
the state nearly $30 million.
Individual income tax revenue
fell by 14.1 percent in February.
Driskell said that-primarily was
due to efforts by Kentucky's
Department of Revenue to fulfill refund requests in a timely
manner."
Kentucky had a flood of
income tax refund requests in
February. Driskell said, causing
a decline in overall revenue. Cigarette tax collections also
were down by 14.4 percent. And
coal severance tax revenue
dropped by 24.5 percent.
Gains in several revenue
sources, including sales tax, that
increased by nearly 1 percent,
weren't enough to offset the
losses.
Corporate income tax receipts
rose by 41 percent. And property tax collections were up nearly

41 percent.
Kentucky is still trying to
rebound from an economic
recession that hit the state budget hard. Gov. Steve Beshear and
lawmakers cut the budget by
about $1.6 billion. An offer of
amnesty to delinquent taxpayers
generated fast cash that bolstered revenue reports in
January.
The amnesty offer allowed
in
taxpayers
delinquent
Kentucky to pay up without fear
of prosecution.
The decline in income tax revenue in February followed a
major increase in January.
Individual income tax collections rose by more than 35 percent in January and corporate
income tax receipts rose nearly
83 percent as delinquent taxpayers wrote checks to the state
treasury.
Kentucky has taken in more
than $50 million from the tax
amnesty program. The latest
revenue report showed Road
Fund collections were up 3.1
percent in February. Revenue
from the motor fuels tax rose 5.7
percent in February, and collections from motor vehicle usage
tax were up 4.4 percent.

By BEN FINLEY
Associated Press

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- The
House Speaker on Monday
declared Kentucky's industrial
hemp bill dead, although proponents of the measure insist it's
not too late to revive it in the
waning days of the session.
The proposal would let
Kentucky quickly license hemp
growers, if the federal government lifts its ban on the plant.
Hemp thrived as a crop in
Kentucky generations ago, but
has been banned for decades by
the federal government after it
was classified as a controlled
substance related to marijuana.
House Speaker Greg Stumbo,
D-Prestonsburg, told reporters
time ran out on the bill. He said
it's stuck in a committee and too
late for a vote based on General
Assembly rules. Three days
remain in this year's legislative
session.
House Leader Jeff Hoover, RJamestown, said Stumbo's claim
is untrue. He countered on. the
House floor that Stumbo could
simply suspend the rules and put
the bill to a vote.
Stunnbo's opposition to the bill
isn't new.
He's previously doubted its
passage, saying it has a lot of
"problems." For instance,
Stumbo said, the proposal's fee
on hemp growers amounts to a
revenue-generating measure and such legislation must originate in the House.
The proposal has already
cleared the Senate and a House
committee. And it is supported
by high-profile politicians such
as U.S. Senator Rand Paul.
Agriculture Commissioner

James Corner, who supports the
measure, has said the crop could
be an economic boon for
Kentucky. Besides creating
another crop for the state's farmers, Corner said hemp could lead
to manufacturing jobs that produce products
ranging from
paper to cosmetics.
But the bill
been
has
unpopular with
law enforcement officials.
They say hemp
could be used Stumbo
to camouflage
marijuana,
which has similar leaves but
far less potency. Hemp has a
negligible content of THC,
the psychoactive compound
that gives mariNorm
juana users a
high.
Comer, the
agriculture
commissioner,
blasted Stumbo
on Monday in
a news release.
"Speaker
Stumbo is a
tone-deaf, oneman band try- Comer
ing to kill the
only jobs bill this session,"
Corner said. "This bill has come
to symbolize everything wrong
with Frankfort, and I hope
Stumbo'S fellow Democrats recognize the backlash that will
result if they follow their leader
on this one."

Authorities investigating
weekend Kentucky fire
that killed seven people
By BEN FINLEY
Associated Press

GRAY, Ky. (AP) Authorities were investigating
the cause of a weekend house
fire in the Appalachian foothills
of Kentucky that killed a man,
his pregnant fiancee and five
children - two of whom were
friends who were spending the
night.
The Knox County coroner and
state police have not yet identified the victims, but family
members said the five children
killed ranged in age from 10
months to 3 years.
Shannon Disney, a sister-inlaw of one of the victims, said a
relative who drove past the
house at 7:45 a.m. Saturday
noticed nothing unusual, but
another who lives nearby saw
smoke coming from it around 9
a.m.
Disney described the couple
as devoted to the children, with
their lives organized around
bedtime and bath time. She said
the woman had just gotten an
ultrasound, and the couple was
excited to plan for the birth,
though they didn't know yet
whether it was a boy or girl.
Relatives raced to the house
-owned by the Disney family
in an area affectionately known
as "Disneyland" because so
many members of the family
lived in that part of town.
Despite their rescue efforts, all
seven people inside died.
Gino Cima, the uncle of the
man who died, said he arrived
within minutes of hearing of the
Saturday morning blaze and
tried to rescue the family when
he came upon the adults' bodies.
"When I opened the screen
door, she was laying at the door
with her head to the door. And I
pulled her out," he said, speak-

Judge strikes down NYC
WOOD Electronics Inc.
sugary-drinks size rule
Serving Calloway Countyfor 23 years! ,
By JENNIFER PELTZ
Associated Press

NEW YORK(AP)-A judge
struck down New York City's
ban on big sugary drinks
Monday just hours before it was
supposed to take effect, ruling
that the first-in-the-nation measure arbitrarily applies to only
some sweet beverages and some
places that sell them.
"The loopholes in this rule
effectively defeat the stated purpose," state Supreme Court
Justice Milton Tingling wrote in
a defeat for Mayor Michael
Bloomberg and a victory for the
beverage industry and others
who challenged the 16-ounce
limit on such drinks.
Further, the city Board of
Health intruded on City
Council's authority in approving
the size limit, the judge said.
The city said it will appeal the
ruling as soon as possible.
"We are confident the Board
of Health's decision will ultimately be upheld," said Michael
A. Cardozo, the city's corpora-

tion counsel.."This measure is
part of the city's multi-pronged
effort to combat the growing
obesity epidemic, which takes
the lives of more than 5,000
New Yorkers every year, and We
believe the Board of Health'has
the legal authority to tackle its
leading causes."
The Board of Health approved
the measure in September in the
latest attempt by Bloomberg to
improve New Yorkers' eating
habits. Previously, City Hall
forced chain restaurants to post
calorie counts on their menus,
barred artificial trans fats in
restaurant food and prodded
food manufacturers to use less
salt.
City officials said they wouldn't seek fines-$200 for a violation - until June. City officials have called the size limit a
pioneering attempt to improve
public health. They point to the
city's rising obesity rate about 24 percent of adults, up
from 18 percent in 2002-and
to studies tying sugary drinks to
weight gain.

Mike & Jack Wood

HAVANA (AP) - Retired
Cuban leader Fidel Castro has
broken nearly a week of silence
since the death of friend and
ally Hugo Chavez, calling the
president
late Venezuelan
Cuba's "best friend."
Castro says in an editorial
published in Communist Party
that
Granma
newspaper
Chavez's delicate health was
well known, but news of his
passing March 5 nonetheless

came as a shock.
The 86-year-old Castro has all
but ceased penning his onceregular columns known as
"Reflections."
Last October he explained that
he decided to do so because
they were taking up valuable
space in state media that was
needed for other purposes.
His column on Chavez was
carried Monday in Graruna and
other official newspapers.
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Castro laments loss of'best friend,' Chavez

ing softly. "And about 2 feet
from her laying the other way
was (my nephew). And I went
in and got him and pulled him
out. But they was done gone.
There wasn't nothing I could
do."
He said he then ran to the
front of the house to try to save
the children.
"And that's when they had the
five babies laying out in the
front yard," he said.
Relatives said the nephew',s
fiancee was the mother of three
of the children who died. The
other two children were siblings
and friends of the family, visiting for the night for a sleepover,
the relatives said.
Officials said the cause of the
fire was under investigation.
Arson investigators were at the
scene Saturday, but officials
said no foul play was suspected.
State police said Sunday that no
more information on the fire
would be released until
Monday.
Laura Cima, Gino's wife, said
they owned the single-story,
wood-frame house the couple
was renting. She said the family
had recently moved in and were
busy painting and getting catpets cleaned. They shared a bedroom in the back of the house,
and Laura Cima said the children were sleeping in a front
room Saturday morning. She
described an unused back bedroom where she and her husband saw flames pouring out of
a window when they arrived
Saturday.
Gray is a few miles outside
Corbin, a city of about 7,000 in
the foothills of Appalachia fie*
the Daniel Boone National
Forest and the borders of
Tennessee and Virginia.
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Recital to dedicate
new piano at MSU
Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University
department of music will present a recital Tuesday. March 12,
at 7:30 p.m. to dedicate a new
Steinway piano that was recently purchased for Farrell Recital
Hall. The concert will feature a
variety of works performed by
music students and artist faculty.
Chosen at the Steinway factory in New York in July 2012,the
new instrument is a welcome
addition to the music department's current fleet of pianos
and will allow udents. faculty
and guests to make greater use
of Farrell Recital Hall for performances.
lectures
and,
rehearsals.
The new piano was funded
through two gifts to the department of music. A lead gift from
MSU alumna Karen JonesSquires and husband. James
Squires, was made in the fall of

Single & Parenting
seminar scheduled

Candace Govern & Chad Henson
Cayla Guge & Zach Nelson
Stoya & Dustin Hastings
Brittainy Henson & Brendan Nix
Ashlee & Bryan Hopkins

4-H events listed for March

Tanara & Wesley Babcock
Kristy & Jake Bass
Alicia & John Bell
Elisabeth & Jacob Bryan
Alecto & Justin Cherry
Heather & Kyle Congdon
Haylee Dodd
Chelsea & Chase Futrell

Taylor & Chris Hopkins
Brittney & Ryan Houston
Emilee James & Jeff Whitehead
Sara & Jesse Keyes
Heather & Jeff Kirks
Lindsey & Brandon Lawrence
Mogen & Luis Macias
Whitney & Michael McClain
Courtney & Kyle McKinney
Jessica & David Morrison
Reannon Nance & Juan Ramos
Beth Ann & Justin Pounds
Amber & Micah Richardson
Jessica & Jake Robinson
Mary Sadler & Shaun Rowland
Gretchen Schuchardt & John Hayes
Chelsey Stamps & Grant Barrow
Nikki & Kyle Underhill
Lindsay & Zac Weaks
Ashley & Kevin Wiggins
Nissa & Mark Wilson
Cheyenne & Bobby Wilkerson

PlaidRobbirt
Children :5 Clothing & Accessories
"Home of All Things Nursery"
209 N. 12th St.• Murray
753-7534
bitmurra .COM
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Special to the Ledger
The following 4-H events
have been scheduled March 1630, according to Ginny Harper,
Calloway County extension
agent for 4-H youth. All meetings and activities will be held at
the extension office, unless otherwise noted.
4-H
Swimming
Party will
be Saturday,
March 16.
from
1-3
p.m. at the
Carr Health
swimming
pool. The
Extension cost is $5
per person.
Notes
4-H bucks
By
welGinny Harper are
come.
Calloway
County Agent Parents
for 4-H/Youth swim free.
Development Short sessions
of
instruction will occur each time.
Vanessa Ayers, YNL student, is
completing a project for her
MSU class.
• The 4-H Shamrocks will
meet in Mrs. Ryan's room at
Murray Middle School Monday,
March 18, after school until
4:15 p.m. Demonstrations and
health will be the topics for the
program. Chelsee Ryan is the
leader.
• The 4-H Livestock Judging
and Skill-a-thon Teams will
meet Monday, March 18, from
3:30-4:30 p.m. at the Expo
Center to. prepare for the state

email: commaaitynewsOmurraytedger.com

DATEBOOK

2011. Jones-Squires is the
daughter of retired MSU professor Dr. Robert Jonei, who taught
for 25 years in the college of science, engineering and technology. Jones-Squires graduated
form Murray State in 1978 with
a bachelor or arts degree in
political science and French.
She and her husband, who is the
CFO for Norfolk Southern, and
their two daughters, reside in
Norfolk. Va. The family has a
great love of the arts and music.
A generous gift in the spring
of 2012 from Dr. Charles
Johnson and wife, Marlene
Rann Johnson. 1956 and 1957
MSU graduates, respectively.
completed the fundraising project. The Johnsons are both
retired from education careers
and remain very involved with
the university. They have funded the carillon bells that ring out
over the MSU campus, a new
organ for the department of
music, the Dr. and Mrs. Charles
and Marlene Rann Johnson
Music Scholarship. faculty
awards in both the college of
education and the department of
music, renovations to the lobby
of Lovett Auditorium and have
made many other generous gifts
to projects across campus. The
Johnsons are also recipients of
the Golden Horseshoe Award.
given by the •MSU Alumni
Association for outstanding
service and support of the university.

Baby Registry

CCMS SBDM Council meeting postponed
Photo provided
IT DOES A PAINTING GOOD: Vintage Addicts owner Marilyn
Ray, center, taught her first class in milk painting recently at
Trends and Treasures, Murray. Participants came as far away
as McKenzie, Tenn., to learn this old, made new again, painting technique known today as "shabby chic."

Sign-ups held for Kirksey ball

The regularly scheduled Calloway County Middle School-Based
Decision-Making Council meeting has been postponed until
Wednesday, March 20, at 3:45 p.m. in the school's library/media
center. The public is invited to attend.

Revival services to be held
Bethany Baptist Church.232 Artesian Drive, New Concord, will
hold its revival services March 27-31. at 6:30 p.m. nightly. Sunday.
March 27, morning worship will be at 11 a.m. Bro. Kenneth
Ballenger is evangelist. For more information call Bro. David
Cunningham. pastor, at 436-5243. ,

Special to the Ledger
Sign-ups for baseball at Kirksey Park will be held Saturday.
Line dance offered
March 16,from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Kirksey Methodist Church (in
A DJ dance will be held Wednesday. March 13, at 6 p.m. at the
front of park).
Woodmen of the World. 330 C.C. Lowry Drive, Murray. There will
The cost for the season is $40 for the first child and $30 for each
be line dancing. two steppers and more. For more information call
additional sibling. Applications can be picked up at Top Quality
Donna
Witherspoon at(731)445-0080.
Consignment (behind Sirloin Stockade)or CFSB Bank. Mail applications and checks to Kirksey Park Inc., P.O. Box 11, Kirksey KY
ALS Support Group to meet
42054.
The Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Support Group will meet
For more information call Dianna at 527-2072 or Michael at 489Thursday, March 14. at 6 p.m. at the Murray-CallowaY County
6140.
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness Classroom. A representative from the ambulance,fire and police departments will speak. For
more information call Mitzi Cathey at 293-1748.

judging contest which is set for
June.
• The 4-H Shooting Sports
Club will meet Tuesday. March
19, from 6-7:30 p.m. at the Bill
Cherry Expo Center Classroom.
Rebecca Downey, archery teen
leader, will be doing a lesson on
4-H Demonstrations and Vernon
Anderson will share opportunities in National Trap Shooting
Associations. All shooting
sports members and their parent
are encouraged to attend.
•The Archery Team will meet
at Hinton Archery Range on
Mondays, March 18, and 25,
from 4:30-5:15 p.m. and 5:15-6
p.m. 4-H Shooting Sports
coaches will be there for instruction and guidance.
• Vet Science will meet
Thursday, March 21, from 4-5
p.m. at Tractor Supply and
Orschelen Farm and Home to
look at Nutrition labels of pet
feeds. Jane! Shelby is the leader.
• A delegation of 6th through
8th-grade students will travel to
Teen Summit March 21-23, in
labez.
•The Shotgun Team will meet
Thursdays. March 21, and 28.at
6 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Gun
Club. All members are encouraged to attend. Mandatory safety training will also be scheduled this moilth.
• The Southwest Superstars
will meet Friday, March 22, at
the school in Mrs. Whisman's
MOM.

• The Rifle and Pistol Teams
will meet Saturday. March 23.at
1 p.m. at the Murray Calloway

County Fairgrounds in the Pole
Barn. All interested youth are
encouraged to attend. Safety
training must be 'completed
before you can go to the range.
Contact Mark Watkins or Tim
Oates with questions at 2273670.
•The Dusty Spurs Horse Club
will meet Monday. March 25.
from 6-7:30 p.m. Connie Talent
and Emily Callahan will be
there to instruct. All members
and interested individuals are
encouraged
to
, attend.
Remember in order to show,
youth must complete six hours
of classroom instruction under a
certified leader. Talent's phone
number is (270) 293-2349.
• The T-shirt Quilting Group
will meet Tuesday. March 26.
from 3:30-5.30 p.m.
• MCRT 4-H Robotics Team
3843 will compete in Knoxville.
Tenn., March 28-30. Team
meeting will occur throughout
the month. Contact Jeff Slaton
or visit the website for details.
The Calloway County 4-H
Program is a part of the
University of Kentucky.College
of Agriculture Cooperative
Extension
Service.
The
Calloway County 4-H Council
receives funding from the
Murray-Calloway
County
United Way.
Educational programs of the
Kentucky
Cooperative
Extension Service serve all people regardless of race, color,
age, sex, religion, disability, or
national origin.

CCHS SBDM Council will meet
The Calloway County High School-Based ,Decision-Making
Council will meet in regular session Wednesday, March 13, at 3:30
p.m. in the media center. The public is invited to attend.

DivorceCare meetings held Wednesdays
DivorceCare is a special weekly seminar and support group for
people who are separated or divorced. DivorceCare For Kids is a
weekly support group for children ages 5-12 who needs help dealing with the separation or divorce of their parents. Meetings are at
Elm Grove Baptist Church.6483 St. Rt.94 East. beginning at 6 p.m.
every Wednesday. Call 293-2509 for more information.

Overeaters Anonymous,a I2-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems. meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church. 1322 W. Broadway. Mayfield. For more information call Marcia at(270)247-7414 or Jim at(270)623-8850.

VFW Post 6291 to meet Thursday
VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday, March
14,at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121 N.For.
more information call Flenoy Barrow at(270)978-1052.

Ladies Auxiliary VFW to meet
Ladies VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday.
March 14.at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121
N. An informal meeting with the VFW Post 6291 will be at 6:30
p.m. For more information call Loretta Barrow at 489-2436.

Kentucky Lake Flotilla to meet
The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will
meet Thursday. March 14. at 7 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Murray. Meetings are open to the public and interested
boaters are invited to attend. For more information call Sylvia
Canon at 753-4934.
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The Murray Elementary School-Based Decision-Making
Council will meet for a special-called session Tuesday. March 12,at
4 p.m.(council of councils which includes a presentation of the district of innovation grant)in the library of Murray Middle School. All
interested persons are invited to attend.
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Overeaters Anonymous to meet

The Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday.
March 12, at 1 p.m. at the Pogue Library. on the campus of Murray
State University. 'The planned program is a show and tell by the
members. For more information call Janace J. Sims at 753-5093.
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The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday. March 14, at 2 p.m. at the clubhouse. Ginn); Harper.
Calloway County extension agent for 4-H youth, will speak about
"Remembering 4-H." Members are asked to bring items for auction.
Mildred Newton will have Thought for the Day. Hostesses will be
Newton and Nancy McMinn.All members are encouraged to attend.
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Zetas of MWC to meet

Calloway County High School cheerleaders will hold a rebate
night Wednesday. March 13. at Mr. Gatti's Pizza, Murray,from 4-9
p.m.The cheerleaders will get credit for receipts dropped in the box
at the cash register. The public is invited to attend.
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Single & Parenting, a help seminar and
weekly group for single parents, will be held
at 6 p.m. Wednesday, March 13, at First
Baptist Church, 203 South Fourth Si.,
Murray. The topic will be "Emotions and
Stability Part II." Child care is available, as
well as activities for children and teens. For
more information, contact Cheryl at 2934126, cherylg64@mchsi.com or visit
and
Datebook www.flicmurray.fbcmurray.org
Jessica Morris, wwwsingleandparenting.org/.
Community
editor
Library board to meet
The Calloway County Public Librant Board of 1sieris will
meet Wednesday. March 13. at 4:30 p.m.

Rebate night to be held
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SWEETHEARTS OF SPECIAL OLYMPICS: The Murray Middle
School Student Council recently held a Sweethearts Dance to provide an entertaining experience for MMS sixth, seventh and eighthgrade students, and donated all profits from the dance to the Special
Olympics program. The MMS Student Council donated $675 to the
Special Olympics program, which raised the regional donations past
the $100,000 mark. Here, members of the MMS council are seen
presenting a check to Special Olympics. Pictured front row from left:
Adongo Abongo; Blake Bumb; Olivia Baron; Ally Hathcock; Neely
Gibson; back row, from left: Matthew McCormick; Maddie Waldrop;
Katherine Renick; Mallory Wooldridge; Emily Kinsey; and Laura
Miller, Murray Calloway County Special Olympics local coordinator.

Photo Provided

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS: Meredith Bizzle, MSU student teacher in Dana Henry's third-grade
classroom at Murray Elementary School, recently arranged for WPSD Local 6's meteorologist Trent Okerson to visit
their classroom and share his weather knowledge. The students had been studying a science unit on weather and
Okerson's visit was an exciting way to conclude the unit.
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TEACH YOUR CHILDREN WELL: During a two-week music unit, Gwenda Wilhelm and
Patricia Wade's preschool class visited Mark Dycus's choir and guitar classes at Calloway
County High School. They learned about rhythm, keeping time, and high and low pitches in
music.
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Southwest Academic Team poses with their coaches Sheila Cooper and Molly Cash.

Southwest takes 2nd at District
Special to the Ledger
The 2013 Governor's Cup
District Academic competition
was held at Southwest
Calloway Elementary on
Saturday, -March 2 with the
host team finishing second.
In individual competition,
Connor Johnson placed first in
studies and Ben Overby

placed second.
In Mathematics, Andrew
Hardt placed second and
Sophia Bogard placed third. In
Science, Sophia Bogard placed
third.
In Arts and Humanities.
Cami Neal placed second and
Julia McClard placed fourth.
The Southwest quick recall

team of Sophia Bogard.
Connor Johnson. Ben Overby,
Chandler Steele, Andrew
Hardt. and Dalton Nesbitt finished in second place in the
competition.
These students will go on
to Regional Competition on
March 23.

,Special to the Ledger
The Murray Woman's Club
Creative Arts Department's
2013 Art Contest is open to all
elementary, middle school.
high school students in the
Murray, Calloway County and
Christian schools and to homeschoolers.
Categories will include
drawing, printmaking, collage,
painting, fiber arts, sculpture,
photography and other/misc.
School groupings include
elementary (K-5): middle
school (6-8): and high school
(9-12).
Each student may enter one
piece in each category. Two
completed entry forms per
piece will be submitted: one
attached to the back of each
entry and one for the judges.
Certificates and cash prizes
will be awarded at first place:
$10. certificate: second place:
$5, certificate: third place: $2.
certificate: and honorable
mention: certificate.
Entries should be delivered
p.m.
3:30-4:30
between
Tuesday. March 26, to the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse
1 pieces except
(upper level). Ai
first place pi es shall be
picked up at the clubhouse
Wednesday. March 27.
First place pieces will be
displayed at the Calloway
County Public Library during
the month of April. and then
returned to the respective students.
The Student Art Contest is
funded by MWC Creative ArtS
Department's Holiday Bazaar
& Bake Sale.
For entry forms or more
information contact Joetta H.
Kelly at 753-8697 or Gale
Vinson at 753-5452.

THE MAKE IT MINE SALE
MARCH 14-24
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FEATURING HGTV HOME
BY SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
Coordinated collections of
color, paint and wallpaper
designed to flow beautifully
throughout your home

STORE HOURS
MON -FRI 7AM TO 7PM • SAT: 8 AM TO 6PM
SUN: 10 AM TO 6 PM
.
Sro,f /10,1/S May vor y See ttore 00.

For a store near you, call
1-800-4-SHERWIN or visit us at
sherwin-williams.com.
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Please register by March 25th
REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

10 Panorama
THIS IS NO ORDINARY HOME!! With lake view sear
around this home offers charm and warmth Home sits on a
nice corner lot with a fenced in hack yard and very large
detached 2 car garage Home also has a full-size unfinished
basement that would he great to finish dut for extra rooms
There is a community boat ramp This home is MUST SEE to
apprec ate'l

to receive a FREE T-shirt
on the night of Relay For Life
by calling Tiffany
at (270) 227-0028.
Don't forget to sign up for the
Cancer Survivor Victory Lap
at Roy Stewart Stadium
after 4:00 p.m.
on Friday, May 3rd.

6• Tuesday, March 12,2013
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Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice
Public Bizticie

The Murray Planning Commission will hold a public
hearing on Tues. March 19, 2013 at 5:00 p.m. in the
council chambers of City Hall located at 104 N. 5th
Street for the following: Jimmy John's Gourmet
Sandwiches-preliminary plat review for commercial
proposed planned development at 201 & 203 N. 12th
and 1204 Olive Street.
The Murray Board of Zoning Adjuetments will hold
a public hearing on Wed. March 20, 2013 at 4130
pm. in the Council Chambers of City Hall located at
104 N. 5th Street for the following: Friendly's Liquor
Wine & Beer-401 Sycamore Street-conditional use
permit request for outdoor storage of merchandise •
Tung Dinh--review conditional use permit for The
Night Owl located at 1413 Olive Blvd • Jimmy
John's Gourmet Sandwiches-conditional use permit
for proposed commercial planned development located at 201 & 203 N. 12th and 1204 Olive Street.
All interested persons are invited to attend. If further information is needed, please contact the
Murray Planning Department at 270-762-0330.
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Help Wanted

5 Bedro
room, d

Tri-State International Trucks
of Murray is now accepting
applications for a full-time
Business Office Position
This career opportunity will have
responsibilities including, but not limited to,
accounts payable, accounts receivable, cash
reconciliation and customer service.
Experience is beneficial but not required.
Compensation will be based on qualifications'. Tri-State offers insurance package,
401(k), and paid vacations & holidays.
Apply in person or send resume to.

100 Max Hurt Dr., Murray, KY
Or Email: jcrabtree@tristateinternationatnet
Or fax to 270-753-5773
Call 270-753-1372 for more information

Graphic Design
The Murray Ledger & Times has an
immediate opening for a full time
graphic designer.

Smurf
Storage

Papa

Lynn Grove

is) •-ionth Free!
-New Climate Control
Available
-247 Surveillance
•Pest Control

Hwy 94 East
270-97S-1400 or
270 1-612.1

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and compaes mentioned herein
-e believed to be rep'able. The Murray
_edger & Times, nor
lny of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Self Storage
270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Key

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER

Responsibilities include ad design. photo
manipulation and building special publications
Applicants must possess an eye for design,
demonstrated abilities in graphic arts, and an
understanding of newspaper and magazine
page layout. Proficiency with Macintosh
computer platform, Adobe Creative Suite and/or
Quark Express is required. Previous experience
in print media or a degree in graphic arts is a
plus. Designers must be-able to work in a fast
paced, deadline-driven environment.

Please submit
resume and design portfolio to
The Murray Ledger & Times, 1001
Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071;
or e-mail: ads@murrayledger.com.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MONTH
CALL 753-1916

CHECK US
OUT ON THE
WEB!

At Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center
we understand that time with your family is
important as well as having a stable job. We
are currently hiring for State Registered Nurse
Assistants. We have schedules for every other
weekend off or it you need to be off week days
we have positions for weekend only. Come by
and apply and see what all we have to offer.
Building bridges from our home to yours.
Equal Opportunity Employer

5 Temporary Farm Workers Needed. Employer
P L Tobacco. Inc. - Hickory, KY. Perform all
duties of Tobacco, Row Crop, &
Greenhouse/Nursery Production, including seeding, planting, cultivating, irrigating, harvesting,
storing, & packaging: and other alternative work
Employment Dates: 04/22/2013 - 12/31/2013.
$9.80/hr. Piece Rate may be offered. Worker
guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided
at no cost. Free housing provided to non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when 50% of contract is met. Random
drug testing may be done after hire at the employer's expense. Contact the Kentucky Department
for Workforce Investment at 502-782-3079 and
reference job order KY0478661.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted'. section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However,as a national
wehsite, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
US if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

FULL-TIME 311 position, Prefer exferience
but will train. Must be
mature, dependable
and enjoy working with
elderly. Apply in person
at Fern Terrace of
Murray, 1505 Stadium
View Drive. EOE

BRIGHTER Horizons
Child
Development
Drug Free Facility -EOE/AAE
Center is seeking a
director.
Applicants
must be 21 years of
age and must have 1 of
the following qualifications:
1) A Bachelors Degree
in Early Childh000d
Education OR
2) An Associates in
•
Early childhood and
two years of working in
subscribe to the
PAPA Johns Pizza in a licensed childcare
Murray is presently center OR
seeking applications 3)A director's credenfor the position of
tial and one year of cerGeneral
Manager. tified experience workHome Delivery
I Qualified
Local Mail
applicants
ing in a licensed child(Calloway I
3
I must have minimum of care center OR
3
mo
6
I 3 years restaurant
4) 3 years of experiI experience. ence working in a
1 yr. -....-.4105.00 6
1 yr...----...$105.00
Experience in pizza
licensed childcare cenpreferred but not limitter or head state preAll Other Mail
Rest of KY/TN
ed. Must have valid drischool program.
illturyear 8 Buckshimi
Subscriptions
ver's license, proof of
We are seeking the
insurance, dependable
3
3 too.
best-fit director for
6 mo......-.496.00 car, clean motor vehi- Brighter Honzons and
cle report and/or clean
lye.
want our new director
background
check. to be a leader and
Papa John's Pizza
Money Order
I Check
motivator as well as a
MJC
otters health, dental, team player. Applicant
1
and vision insurance.
Name
must have three refer401(k), and paid vacaences and should posAddress
St.
I
Please
tion.
mail sess both management
I
e resume to Sandra and
budgeting skills
City
Hams 1236 Bark Ridge Salary commensurate
Zip
I State
I Circle, Hopkinsville, Ky
with experience. To
I 42240.
apply: Contact Robyn
Daytime Ph.
Darnall Stevenson at
Mai) this coupon with payment to
•
FULL OR PART time 759-1926 or come to
Murray Ledger & Times
housekeeping Murray 629 N. 4th Street to c
P.O. Boa 1040
Plaza Lodge Apply In complete an application. Interviews schedMurray, KY 42071
person after 7:00P1A.
uled March 18th-22nd.
Or call (270)753-1918
No phone calls.

¶Sinto
Savings!

LEDGER &TIMES

MMEDIATE
help
needed general construction knowledge &
electrical background
helpful. Drivers license

required.
Submit
resume to P.O. Box
1040-K Murray, KY.
42071
LOCAL Lawn Service
Company

Articles
For Sale
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
Acquired wonderful
collections,
great bargains.
Trends-N-Treasures
Sell us your coins:
270-753-4161
Dr. Fuhrman

seeking

experienced L
awn Tech $10-$12/hr.
435-4431
SHOE Sensation
Now hiring Assistant

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Manager.
Qualified
candidates
should
have two years of
experience in customer
service.
Full-time
hourly plus benefits
and
bonuses. For
"
r
immediate consideration please complete
LARGE
an application on our
SELECTION
website wwwshoesenUSED APPLIANCES
sation.com
WARD-ELKINS
THE After Hours Call
Center for Rotech
Healthcare in Murray,
Ky has an opening for
a full-time Respiratory
Clinician on the afternoon shift Applicants
must possess credentials as a respiratory
therapist (CRT or RRT)
or nurse (RN or LPN).
Please notify us of your
interest by emailing to
rebecca.butler@rotech
.com or you can stop
into our facility to complete an application, MF 8am-5pm. at 120
Max Hurt Drive Murray,
Ky 42071. We are
EOE/AA/MFDV.

605 [South 12th St
(270) 753-1713
210
Firewood
Firewood For Sale!
Delivered: $40.
270-293-7893

1991
24x54
on
.816/acres in Almo.
3BR. 26A, woodstove,
C/H/A with add-on
room. Selling as is.
815-830-5866

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.

NICE 2BR trailer for

good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator.
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109

Top Prices Paid For
Gold & S,Iver
LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS
305-0 12th Street
Murray KY

Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries.
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
16/FT flat-bed trailer, 4
new tires 10/ply for sale
or trade $1,500 or
Truck 1/2 ton
227-2494
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
SUN Quest Pro 26 RS
(Wolff Sys) 7' Tanning
Bed, used in excellent
condition, 26 Velocity
bulbs (less than 20
hours used), 20 minute
timer. $1,100 OBO,
Call 658-3139
FOR Sale Wii Game
System
4 controllers, gun, and
games $400 Call
227-8721 after 5 p m

Apartments For Rent
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

Houses For Rent
3BR,
1.5B,
W/D
hookups, shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259
280 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets. 753-0259
3BR, 1BA, gas fireplace, hardwood, tile,

C/H/A, one car garage.
$800/mo $800/dep.
333 Woodlawn 270293-2544
3BR, IBA. $600/month
978-1400
4BR house Lease and
deposit required
270-753-4109
SEVERAL homes for
rent in various locations. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898
SMALL 2BR rental
house. 1 mile south of
city limits. 227-6431 or
293-6156
Storage Rentals

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

270-293-6999
CASH paid for

shade o
with sep
Chnsto
and in c
lead ba

320

150
Help Wanted

rent No pets
753-9866

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI

320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

WAREHOUSES

1 850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

1BR, 'IBA apartment

720 S.4TH ST.

for rent. All appliances
including W/D, dishwasher
and
microwave. Pet friendly. Available February
22nd, $395/mo.
270-293-9493
270-978-6000

Corner of 121 S & Glendale.

1BR Apts starting at
$275/month. Various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate. 753-9898

10X10's & 10x15's

1270) 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

MYRA,' Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is stilled to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preferen
imitation or discnniina-

it

based on race, color, PAsev. handicap, familial status or national ongin, or intention to make any such pretcrences. limitations or discnminanon
State laws torbid discrimination
in the sate, rental or advertising
ot real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising tor rear estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertise,/ are
an ailably on an equal opportumtv basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirement., contact NAA Counsel
Rene P %lam,(703)648-1000

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters
junk & tree work.

0•00/1,v•1T,
.

450
Farms For Sale

460

Homes For Sale
NEW 2BR. 2BA with 2
car garage. Close to
MSU campus. 1419
Vine
St.
Asking
$122,000
270-293-1991

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property

Professionals
293-7872

RECENTLY remodeled
3BR, 2BA house with
detached garage and
barn
7+/acr.
on
Located
between
Murray and Mayfield on
Stevens Rd. Asking
$120K 270-978-2776
REDUCED by $18K.

4BR, 3BA, 2,675/sqft
with double carport.
Great location. City
schools $147K
270-761-6150
470
Motorcycles & APIs
96 Honda Trike
753-2135

Darre

Terr

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

530

Bailey's Lawncare &
Dirt Service
'Establish New Lawns
-Rejuvenate Old Lawns
-Spring Lawn Clean-Up
-Taking New Accounts
for Mowing & Trimming

293.-3161

Ha
Mal
La
•Smail
4.sed
4aowing
.E.dgIng
•PrunIng

(270
residential cleaning..
Free estimates &

HIL
PU

references available.
Call brittemy

/70-29S-0421

EX
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From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It All,
No Job To Small'
270-873-9916
Or visit our webstte
kentuckylake
renriodeling.com
FREE ESTIMATES

East Side Small
Engine Repair
For all your parts
service, sales and

repair needs.
Call 753-2925
East Valley Diesel
Repair
Servicing all your diesel
repair needs
On I- Off road equipment
24 hr service

787-1773
FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &

DEBRIS REMOVAL
-24 Hour
Emergency Service
-Locally owned
-Licensed & Insured

Ron Frame
Used Cars

Terms:
Lunch

Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576

753-2452
+/- on
Shoemaker
road.
60/acres
lendable.
Good
hunting
$3,000/per acre
270-293-4889
acres

lobe si•
inspect'

A-1 Lamb's

Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL . Carpentry and

Owner: Steve Bailey

275

2
Direct

..

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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HOLLAND
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TREE SERVICE
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Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

l
Co[ real Prop. For Rant

We Finance

-Trimming

Wedn

-Removal

1 BR from $345
28R from $375

THREE bay shop for

hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461

This y
makin
sional
career
irrelev
not be.
in you
going
differe
single,
into
your s
you

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.

TIM) 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283

cr

Equal opportunity

GARLAND

rent. One 12' door, two
9' or 10' doors. Great
location oft 121 South.
$550.00 a month. Call
270-753-2905 or
270-293-8595 for further information.

Rentals

presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
appointment
today
270-753-2905.
NEW apartment in
Hazel.
$550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

UNFURNISHED 1BR

apartment near campus Non smoking, no
pets 270-753-5980

Classifieds work!
Call 753-1916
to place your ad
TODAY

2003 Lincoln Towncar
215K miles. excellent
condition. $3,600
731-247-3756
270-836-0346

Services Offered

AKC French & English

Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915
DOG Obed+alace
(270)436-2858
SIBERIAN Husky puppies for sale Great
companions and great
with kids.
270-674-5236
Yorkie pups. Male
$400. 270-436-5341

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction. New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair.
decks.753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

Outlanders Lawn Care
Quality At Its best

-Stump Grinding
-Firewood
-Insured

(270) 489-2839
FUTRELL'S Lawn Care
Business & Residential
Years of experience in
lawn care. Mowing,
mulching, shrub trimming. You name it in
the yard. we do it.
Licensed and insurance. Do you want a
new price? Call for free
estimates.
270-339-6505

H \IL'S WASTE
XNAGERIENT

Comwerciallfesidarttal
Licensed and insured
• wisekly & special pick
•locally owned/operated
270-293-7119
739-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
viww.hilklectric.com

SIMPLY mowing
Cutting - Weed Eating
- Blowing
BI WEEKLY - WEEKLY
No Contracts
Free Estimates
Call/Text
270-227-1512
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CLASSIFIEDS
REAL ESTATE AUCTION

SUDOKU

GARLAND'
RENTAL t

Conceptis Sudoku

"It you've gat it, we can store if

Noe.9a.m.
Noe.12p.m.
Tue.1p.m.
Wed.12 p.m.
Thui 12 p.m.

1 A-AFFORDHauling. Clean
ages. gutters,
ree work.
b's
ional Tree
Insured
EE (8733)
arpentry and
an service. 25
xpenence. Call
free estimate.
5676
NCE REPAIR
E & PARTS
293-8726 OR
4
Van Buren
Lawncare &
t Service
Steve Sailer
ish New Lawns
nate Old Lawns
Lawn Clean-Up
New Accounts
ing & Trimming

Saturday March 16, 2013 10:00 A.M.
2397 Kirksey Road, Murray KY 42071
Directions: From Murray take 121 North to Stella and turn right on
Hwy 299 Kirksey Road and follow to auction.
5 Bedroom 3 bath frame home with kitchen, dining room,
living
room, detached garage, carport, outside storage buildings, mature
shade on 0.90 acre lot offered as Tract 2. A 0.79 acre corner lot
with septic system will be offered as Tract 1 as surveyed by
Christopher Jones Surveying. Property will be offered in tracts
and in combination. Any home built prior to 1978 could contain
lead based paint. A 10 day post inspection waiver will be required
to be signed and be a part of the purchase contract. Make your
inspections prior to auction.
Terms: 10% down of purchase price with balance due in X days.
Lunch available

For your auction needs contact:
Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer/Sales Associate
TN Auctioneer license # 2493
TN Firm # 5815. 270-435-4420

im Drywall &
.ainting to
athrooms &
Kitchens
ks to Fencing.
Do It All,
Job To Small,
70-873-9916
I sit our webstle
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We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units
store your

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

MCCUISTON

270-293-1924
Free Estimates

Services Offered
This Girl Can Mow
ccepting ew awn
Care Accounts

Services Offered

All the quality...
without all the mess

-Greg Mansfield

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hornalem Service
Don't spend your money out of
stale

keep,: local,'

(270) 293-8480
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
MI Yew hp* Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White RoCk,.
Send. & Mulch
t2ill0)4934606

Miller
Construction
Concrete to
Crown Mold
Additions or
New Const.

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
bedustrIal/Commertial/Residential

270-705-8701

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

I k ensed
(270) 226-5444
ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators.
270-293-2357

-STUMP GRINDINGFor
Professional
Stump Removal Call
James at
270-978-9837

(270) 759-0890

J,M. Lawn Service •
Free Estimates
Satisfaction Guarantee
Call 270-994-1045

Ask about our Display ad specials
for all your advertising needs.
753-1916

Recovery slow as Japan marks 2 years since tsunami
TOKYO (AP) — Amid
growing dissatisfaction with the
slow pace of recovery, Japan
marked the second anniversary
Monday of the devastating
earthquake and tsunami that left
nearly 19,000 people dead or
missing and has displaced more
than 300,000.
Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe said that the government intends to make "visible"
reconstruction progress and
accelerate resettlement of those
left homeless by streamlining
legal and administrative procedures many blame for the
delays.
"I pray that the peaceful lives
of those affected can resume as
soon as possible," Emperor
Akihito said at a somber memorial service at Tokyo's National
Theater.
At observances in Tokyo and
.

in still barren towns along the filed a lawsuit Monday demand- who lost the house he had just
northeastern coast, those gath- ing compensation from the gov- finished building in the disaster.
ered bowed their heads in a ernment and the now-defunct Suzuki also lost a son in the
moment of silence marking the plant's operator. Tokyo Electric tsunami, which obliterated
moment, at 2:46 p.m. on March Power Co.. or TEPCO, for their much of the city.
11, 2011, when the magnitude suffering and losses.
Further south, in Fukushima
9.0 earthquake — the strongest
"1\vo years after the disas- prefecture. some 160,(XX) evacrecorded in Japan's history — ters, neither the government nor uees are uncertain if they will
struck off the coast.
TEPCO has clearly acknowl- ever be able to return to homes
Japan has struggled to edged their responsibility, nor around the nuclear power plant,
rebuild communities and to have they provided sufficient where the meltdowns in three
clean up radiation,s,from the support to cover the damages." reactors spewed radiation into
Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear said lzutaro Managi. a lawyer the surrounding soil and water.
plant, whose reactors melted representing the plaintiffs.
The lawsuit filed by a group
down after its cooling systems , Throughout the disaster of 800 people in Fukushima
were disabled by the tsunami. zone, the tens of thousands of demands an apology payment of
The government has yet to survivors living in temporary 50,(100 yen ($625) a month for
devise a new energy strategy — • housing are impatient to get each victim until all radiation
a central issue for its struggling resettled, a process that could from the accident is wiped out, a
economy with all but two of the take up to a decade, officials process that could take decades.
country's nuclear reactors say.
Another 9(X) plan similar cases
offline.
"What treally want is to once in Tokyo and elsewhere. Managi
About half of those displaced again have a 'my home,'" said said he and fellow lawyers hope
are evacuees from areas near the Migaku Suzuki. a 69-year-old to get I0,(XX) to join the lawnuclear plant. Hundreds of them farm worker in Rikuzentakata, suits.

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday, March 13,2013:
This year you might consider
making a change in your professional life or opt for a new
career. The reason might be
irrelevant, but your decision will
not be. If you're tired of working
in your particular field, consider
going back to school to pursue a
different occupation. If you are
single, serendipity could come
into play. You might change
your status quickly as a result. If
you are attached, you and your
sweetie will become more visible to others this year. As a couple, you will socialize more.
SCORPIO can be controlling.

change is an ongoing process.
Just because you don't like what
you see now, it doesn't mean
that this is how he or she will be
in another month or two. Do
something for you. Tonight: Say
"yes."
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** A matter involving your
daily life is changing. You could
have difficulty approaching
someone from a new perspective. Know that you are in an
evolving situation -- what is happening now might not be reflective of later on. Tonight. Enjoy
the here and now.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Children could be on
your mind, or you just might be
yearning to be more playful.
Allow your inner rascal to come
The Stars Show the Kind of out, and make the most of this
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: fun moment. A loved one could
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: be changing. A new relationship
will enter your life. Tonight Let
I -Difficult
the fun times begin.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
****
Whatever happens, you
*** A relationship is changing, will walk away with a new perand as a result, as significance spective. Dealing with an associto you also will change. Before ate could be touchy, as this perdiscussing your opinions on this son is not as flexible as you
are.
matter, think carefully about Give him or her time to warm up.
might
want
You
ahead.
what lies
You might be eyeing a change
to make an adjustment or do involving your home life. Tonight.
something in a totally different
Be imaginative.
way Tonight Kick back.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
20)
TAURUS (April 20-May
*** Your dreams are a
**** Someone quite close to
resource for giving life cues.
you might be transforming right Consider starting a dream noteRemember,
in front of your eyes.
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TREE SERVICE
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Free Estimates
Free Stump Removal
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YEARRY'S
Tree
Service.Licensed and
insured. 24/hour emergency assistance. Free
estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

OrilrIller

Reside
Mco,ving•T
muiching•Lanciscaping
Hedge Trimming
Leaf Removal
Bush Hogging
Trisha 227-1685

By rave Green

*Arid/rump.
•Krif licns
111iihroom.,

TN Firm # 5816. 270-767-9223

Services Offered

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid vitt
several given numbers The colect is to place Me numbers I to
9 in the erripty squares Sc that awn row each colunvi and each
3s3 boa contacts the same number only once The difficulty levet
of the Concepes Sucloiru increases From Monday to Sunday

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

R 0
F I N
Replacement and Repair

(270)978-4591

I Irittaay
-299-0421

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage- 1900 N 12th St.
Lights, Electncity, and 24/7Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage. Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available. caH today
to reserve your storage unit

Terry D. Paschall KY Broker/Auctioneer
TN Auctioneer license # 6684

53-2452
3-3161
nal cleaning.
estimates &
as available_

Not responsible for accidents
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by Jacqueline Bigar
book, or put a recording device
right beside your bed. Let your
Imagination speak to you. A partner takes the lead, which leaves
you with some time to think.
Tonight: Go with someone else's
suggestion.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You often feel contradictory when dealing with a partner.
Stay calm. You might want to
change how you approach this
person. Work on, keeping yourself level-headed, too. Check out
your finances. You might be able
to make a positive change.
Tonight: Your treat.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Stay open to new possibilities. Realize that you might
not be seeing the big picture
right now. Discuss an important
matter that is close to your heart
with a friend. Avoid buying any
mechanical devices for communication. Tonight Make some
fun plans for the weekend.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** A risk could be illadvised, especially if it involves
your finances and/or security.
Take your creativity in a different
direction. A loved one adores
being with you, but he or she
senses that you are not being as
open as usual. Keep conversations moving Tonight Midweek
fun'
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Sometimes others react

strangely to you. Perhaps this is
the result of your personal transformation. Not all people are prepared for the new you. Give others the space they need,' and
they will make an adjustment in
order to relate. to you. Tonight:
Hang out with a favorite person.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You notice a change with
a boss. Nothing you can do will
root out what is going on before
someone is ready to spill the
beans. Try not to worry so much
-- someone just might be in a
bad mood. Tonight: Get together
with friends for a little gossip and
some munchies.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You could be making a
big deal out of nothing. Don't be
so uptight about your finances or
about someone asking for help.
You know the word "no." so use
it if need be Distance yourself
from a difficult situation. Tonight:
Buy a favorite dessert, and stay
close to home.

New royalty in Netherlands
It was announced in January that Queen
Beatrix of the Netherlands is abdicating her
throne to her first born son, Willem-Alexander.
Queen Beatrix is approaching her 75th birthday and has tided the monarchy of the
Netherlands since 1980 when her mother abdicated. She has been a very popular Queen and
has been one of the favorite monarchs in
Europe. She is never seen in public without a
hat and it is always with great anticipation that
Tulip Talk we wait to see her newest creation. Her husband, Prince Claus died in 2002 and they had
Martha
3 sons. Their second son, Prince Friso, was
Finney Andrus.
struck by an avalanche while skiing in Austria
Guest Writer
last Feb. and remains in a coma. This is one
of the reasons that she is leaving the throne
because Prince Friso is in London and she visits there quite often.
Prince Willem-Alexander will become the first King of the
Netherlands since the death of his great-great grandfather in 1890.
His wife, Maxima, is originally from Argentina and was working
as an investment banker in New York City before their marriage.
One of Queen Beatrix's sisters lives in New York City and their
courtship took place there even though they first met in Spain.
Willem and Maxima are very popular and are always greeted with
large enthusiastic crowds. They are a handsome couple, in their
40'-s, with 3 young daughters.
Queen Beatrix will hand over her crown on April 30th. This day
is already a special one in Holland as it is known as Queen's Day.
It is a national holiday and the entire population of this tiny country is celebrating the Queen's birthday. There are parades, markets, music and dancing, food and drink throughout the entire
country from the largest cities to the smallest towns and most
everyone wears orange as this is the national color. This year will
be an even larger celebration with the coronation of a new King
and Queen. In future years. I guess there will be a King's Day celebration every year.
Even though the Netherlands adores Queen Beatrix, there is a lot
of excitement about the new handsome King Willem-Alexander
and his beautiful Queen Maxima.

Photo from the Executive Office of the President of the United States
King Willem-Alexander and Queen Maxima are pictured visiting with President and Mrs. Obama at the White House.

BORN TODAY
Singer Neil Sedeka (1939),
drummer Roy Haynes (1925),
co-founder
Facebook
of
Eduardo Savenn (1982)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2013 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

619 South 4th Street • 753-6831
Hours: 7:30 am. - 5 p.m , Monday - friday
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Leah.Back
Ten years ago
A recent birth reported at Western Baptist Hospital for Jan. 3
includes a girl to Bryan and Amanda Blackburn, of Murray. For
March 4, a girl to Mr and Mrs.
Anthony Clinton, of Murray.
Pictured is Isabel Duarte-Gray
and her mother, Pamela, preparing for a rally to protest war outside the MSU Curris Center.
Pamela, an anti-war demonstrator
in the 1960s, is helping continue
the tradition with her daughter.
Robin Thv:eatt. 16-year-old from
Murray, won the "new" Instrumental Division at the Kentucky
Opry. She is the daughter of Kathy
and Joe Wayne Thweatt.
Jacob Theide, piano student of
Margaret Wilkins of Murray, performed his Suzuki Book One Graduation Recital at Farrell Recital
Hall. He is the 10-year-old son
of Ted and Diane Thiede.
Twenty years ago
Recent births reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
March 9, include twin boys to
Kellie and Ernest McCoy. Cadiz;
and a boy to Rebecca and Anthony Ramirez, Murray. For March
10. a boy to Tammy and Roberts
Sims, Wingo.
In high school basketball. Calloway County Lady Lakers beat
Graves County 64-62 in overtime.
Valerie Shelton had 40 points.
The Murray City Council voted
to re-appoint. Dr. Allen Moffitt to
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board for a four-year term
at its regular meeting.
Navy Seaman Recruit John M.
Austin. son of Dr. Clegg F. and
Faye B. Austin, of Murray, recently completed basic training at
Recruit Training Command, Great
Lakes. III.
Thirty years ago
•
East Elementary School students
pictured listening to music of American Composers as part of Music
in the Schools week are Darren
McCuiston, Kim Brown, Heather
Williams, Robin Richardson and
Tammy Angle.

Ninety-eight cases of Girl Scout
cookies have arrived in Murray,
said Linda Knight. Brownie Troop
3093 leader and Vickie Holton,
cookie chairman.
A feature story about George
Chu and his family. owners of
the Hong Kong Restaurant at the
Holiday Inn of Murray, was included in today's edition.
Tammy Elaine Jones. 16. daughter of Clarence and Velie Jones.
is a member of the Calloway
County High School Chamber
Singers,selected as one of .10 choirs
to represent the United States of
America at the International Youth
and Music Festival, Vienna Austria.
Forty years ago
Calloway County High School
Cheerleaders, who placed second
in the Fourth District Competition, are Vickie Pat Lamb. Wendy
Williams, Marsha Ernstberger,Gale
Broach, Lynn Erwin and Vickie
Butterworth.
Mrs. Bailey (Betty) Gore was presented gifts of appreciation by the
First Christian Church for her
"outstanding contribution to Girl
Scouting in Murray and Calloway
County" at Sunday morning services.
Fifty years ago
Joe Wayne Lee, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Lee, has been accepted for training leading by designation of Naval aviator to start Sept.
II. at Pensacola. Ha.
Mrs. Lennis Hale, Mrs. Mildred
Adams, Mrs. Darrel Wilson. Mrs.
John Watson and Mrs. George
Rhea presented the program at a
meeting of Goshen Methodist
Church WSCS.
Sixty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield Sr., Will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary March IS.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Edwards.
March 4; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Louis C. Ryan.. March 7; and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Roberts,
March 7.
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Readers offer advice for those
discouraged by online dating
DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I read the letter you ran on
Dec. 21 from "Dateless in Dayton." We have a few thoughts on
the matter we'd like to share with
him and anyone else who is having bad luck getting responses on
dating websites.
We are middle-aged and have
been together
for two years.
Even though
we deactivated our memberships
in
dating
the
sites we were
part of, we
still
get
emails daily
that "So-andSo' sent you
a message.." It
By Abigail
appears these
Van Buren
still
sites
show our profiles as active, allowing people to try to contact us.
So it's entirely possible that the
women "Dateless" has contacted
were inactive or expired members
who were never able to see his
messages.
We would like to reassure
"Dateless" that the problem may
not be him. We would also like
to encourage him not to give up
on finding a mate. He needs to
get out there and do the things
he loves because he may end up
meeting someone that way. If he
covers all his bases and is himself, he'll do OK. HOPING TO
BE HELPFUL
DEAR HELPFUL: Many readers wrote to point out that the
problem "Dateless" is experiencing could be more about the idiosyncratic subscription rules on
sonic dating v..ebsites than about
the writer or the women he is
contacting Other experienced users
shared their stories:
DEAR ABBY: I can tell "Dateless" why he's not getting "thanks,
but no thanks" notes from the
women he contacts on the online
dating service: Those women are

Dear Abby

most likely overwhelmed with
responses.
Before I met my husband 10
years ago, I signed up on a dating site, then left the house to
run some errands. When I came
back a couple of hours later, I
had 75 responses! I tried to answer
all of them, but I kept getting
more and more, so I finally gave
up. I can only imagine how many
responses women get today with
online dating even more popular
than it was then. -- SETTLED
DOWN
DEAR ABBY: How long does
one have to wait before determining the person isn't interested
or just hasn't had the chance to
respond? Many sites offer a simple button push that sands a message saying you are not interested. It appears people are simply
taking the easy way out without
any concern for others. And unfortunately, this doesn't happen only
in online dating. -- DAVID
DEAR ABBY: I'd like to suggest that "Dateless" consider that
many people don't check their
dating site often -- or ever. I
signed up on a site in August
and stopped looking at it in October. Then I forgot my password
and could never look again. -OVER IT
DEAR ABBY: Sadly for "Dateless," many of us women who
are also attempting online dating
have learned the hard way that
any response can quickly encourage a stalker.
I consider myself to be a courteous person with Midwestern values, and I tried to politely respond
to everyone one way or the other.
It became exhausting because many
of the men I sent a polite "no,
thank you" to began demanding
explanations, taking my reply as
a "maybe" or insulting me for
being stuck-up (and the communication quickly grew uglier from
there).
So.please tell "Dateless" that
it's nothing personal -- ,we're just
trying to avoid drama. -- PAM

Today In History

Look for antioxidants
in foods, not pills
DEAR DOCTOR K: What is
an antioxidant? Should 1 be taking an antioxidant supplement?
DEAR READER: Something
terrible often happens to medical
scientists A beautiful theory is
murdered by a brutal gang of
facts.
itta *WY that vitamin pills
with antioxidant powers primarily
vitamins A, C
and E -- could
slow
aging,
fend off heart
disease,
improve flagging
vision
and curb cancer was beautiful and very
By
plausible. As
Dr. Anthony
a result, some
Komaroff
doctors urged
their patients to take such vitamin pills daily.
To understand why the theory
was taken very seriously, a few
basics are in order.
As the cells in our body do
their different jobs, they need
food, and they produce waste.
One kind of waste is a group of
chemicals called "free radicals,"
which occur naturally as byproducts ,of body processes, such as
burning fat. They are also created by environmental factors such
as tobacco smoke, ultraviolet rays
and air pollution.
Free radicals are described as
"unstable" because they lack a
full set of electrons. This leads
them to steal electrons from other
molecules. When they steal these
electrons, they damage those other
molecules. The process of steal- ,
ing electrons is called oxidation.
Antioxidants can chemically
combine with free radicals, rendering them harmless. They prevent oxidation -- that's why they're
called antioxidants.
Since we know that oxidation
can damage tissues -- contribut-

Dr. Komaroff

ing to the aging and death of
cells -- it made sense that antioxidants might he good for our
health. We also knew that many
foods that are rich in natural antioxidants definitely were good for
our health. That didn't prove that
it was the antioxidants in the
foods that led to improved health;
it could be something else in the
foods. But it gave support to the
theory that vitamin pills with
antioxidant power would be good
for our health.
Some scientists find their theories so attractive that they don't
need testing. When that happens,
they cease being scientists. Much
more often, scientists put, their
theories to the test. Because the
antioxidant vitamin pill theory was
so compelling, a lot of time and
effort has been spent in testing
it.
Unfortunately, results from
well-designed trials of antioxidant
supplements have failed to back
up many of the claims of benefits. One study pooled results from
68 trials with more than 230.000
participants. It found that taking
antioxidant supplements is unlikely to help you live longer. Sixtyeight rigorous studies, involving
hundreds of thousands of people
whose health was followed for
many years, that fail to show evidence in support of a theory are
a brutal gang of facts.
On the other hand, foods rich
in antioxidants definitely can help
lower your risk of many diseases.
Good food sources of antioxidants
include fruits and vegetables, particularly tomatoes, kale, blueberries, onions and apples. Other
good sources include dark chocolate, whole grains, coffee, green
tea and vegetable oils. So get
your antioxidants in the form that
nature has provided them to us:
in food, not pills.
(To send questions, go to
AtkDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K, H) Shattuck St., Second Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)

New Netherland to his, brother
James. the Duke of York.
In 1864, Ulysses S. Grant was
promoted to the rank of generalT
in-chief of the Union armies in
the Civil War by President Abraham Lincoln.
In 1912. the Girl Scouts of
the USA had its beginnings as
Juliette Gordon Low of Savannah, Ga., folinded the first American troop of the Girl Guides.
In 1923, inventor Lee De Forest publicly demonstrated his
sound-on-movie-film
system.
called "Phonofilm," in New York.

In 1938, the Anschluss merging Austria with Nazi Germany
took place as German forces
crossed the border between the
two countries.
In 1951, "Dennis the Menace,"
created by cartoonist Hank
Ketcham. made its syndicated debut
in 16
,newspapers.
In 1968, President Lyndon B.
Johnson won the New Hampshire
Democratic primary, but Sen.
Eugene McCarthy of Minnesota
placed a strong second. The African
island of Mauritius became independent of British rule.
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So, 1 would caution any trav- up on a curb, or simply leave it
PERSONAL
elers to be careful when travel- by where their car was.
INFO
ing, because there are thieves out
TAKES A
If you are disabled and can't
there just waiting to steal your return the cart, ask someone to
TRIP
Dear information or identity. — Ruth help you take out your groceries.
Heloise: My in Texas
If I see someone who is finishlikes! It makes one never want ing loading the car as I walk by.
friends took a
trip to South to leave home! It's important to I offer to take the cart. — Karen,
America. let your cellphone and credit- via email
They stayed card companies know that you LUNCH NOTES
at several dif- will be traveling, especially if
Dear Heloise: Your column
ferent resorts you're going out of the country. (Heloise h&c; about' love nOtegr
and visited many parks and other They can put an alert on your in our paper brought back good
account for unusual activity. —
interesting places.
memories. When my brother was
Once they returned back home, Heloise
in school, my mother always put
they found that their PHONES GERM-FREE GYM BAG
a note in his lunch bag, usualhad been "stolen." Not the actuDear Heloise: I try to go to ly with just a line saying,"Rememthe gym after work, and I use ber your jacket." "Finish your
al phones, but their account!
Someone was able to make the lockers for my gym bag. With corn,- a good day." My brother
changes to the account, adding the flu and other sicknesses about, loved these notes. One day she
when I bring my gym bag home, put a note in his lunch bag that
international features that added
I spray it inside and out with a read "No note today.- — Bonlarge charges onto their bill.
They had to call their cell- germ-killing spray, especially the nie, via email
phone provider and speak to the bottom, where it sat in the lockfraud department to finally get er. So far, I have been able to
Send a money-saving or timetheir account back to where it avoid getting sick, and that is a saving hint to Heloise, PO. Box
should be. They were able to good thing! —
in New York 795000, San Antonio. TX 78279keep the same cellphone number. CART COURTESY
5000, or you can fax it to IDear Heloise: This is in 210-HELOISE or email it to
but it was quite time-consuming
response to the person who want- Heloise(at)Ileloive.com. I can't
to straighten out the account.
They also found that their ed everyone to take a stray shop- answer your letter personally but
ping cart into the store to clear
credit-card number had been stolen
will use the best hints received
and used to make large purchas- the parking lot. I am amazed at in my column.
es. Since they had stayed at sev- • the number of people who are
eral different resorts, it was impos- too lazy to take their shopping
(02013 by King Features Synsible to deterniine where or when carts to the corral. They will dicate Inc.
make a huge effort to anchor it
their information was stolen.
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CAN YOU BELIEVE IT" TODAY
MANS 25 YEARS I'VE BEEN WITH
COMPANY, AND I'VE NEVER
.
TAKF-N ONE DAY OFF
1r,

WHAT THE HECK
NAVE I BEEN
THINKING?!

FRANKLY, I'M
SPEECHLESS
OVER HERE!

I
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Field yield
Wave peak
Green fruits
Circle spokes
Past one's prime
Toothpaste type
Regret
Tycoon Tumer
Tyler of Aerosmith
Volcano shape
Spirited horse
Liberal study
Purse part
Publisher Henry
Wear away
Pub pints
Restaurant activity
Equip
"— your loss!"
Place down
Proceeding smoothly, finally
Script makeup
Appeases
Pop
Depend
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Plumbing problems
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By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. March 12,
the 71st day of 2013. There are
294 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 12, 1933, President
Franklin D. Roosevelt delivered
the first of his 30 radio addresses that came to be known as "fireside chats." telling Americans what
was being done to deal with the
lotion's economic
is. ,„
On this(date.
In 1664, England's Kin Charles
II granted an area of lans in present-day North America
own as
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MURRAY STATE BASKETBALL

Prohm: Racers hoping for NIT bid

KYSER LOUGH
For the Ledger

Murray State
senior guard
Isaiah Canaan
stands along
the court of
Municipal
Auditorium
stunned after
the Racers 70overtime
68
to
loss
Belmont in the
V
0
To
game
title
Saturday
night. Canaan
nearly recorded a tripledouble in the
loss.

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Steve Prohm says he's not
sure whether there's more basketball on the horizon for his
Racers or not this season, but
did say his players seem to hope
so.
Just days removed from a
gut-wrenching 70-68 overtime
loss to Belmont in the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament
championship game,Prohm said
he's waiting now for more clarity on the Racers NIT hopes.
"I'll know more, but I

Calloway
takes
court for
first time
Monday
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Calloway County's Matt
McReynolds enters his
senior season as the No. 1
seed on the boy's side.
By NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer
The Calloway County Laker
tennis teams opened the season
Monday afternoon with a match
against Paducah Tilghman.
While the results weren't
available at press time, second
year head coach Cody Brown
said he is more focused on seeing how his top seeded players
will adapt to their new roles
after some serious turnover
from last season.
"Four out of six singleslilayers are either no -longer at
Calloway or graduated," Brown
said about the boys squad.
"We've got the guys that were
playing our five spot and six
spot now playing our two spot
and then Matt (McReynolds) is
back again at,number one for
us. He's improved a lot since
over the summer too but it's
just tough. We're definitely in a
rebuilding year for both boys
and girls."
"For the girls we have three
11 See LAKERS, 10A

7

8

"Those other two tournaments are definitely a possibility, either one of those," he said.
"I think we would lean toward
the CBI if we did play in one of
those.
"That's really our back-up
plan right now as we wait on this
NIT situation."
One of the biggest things
hamstringing Murray State's
hopes for an at-large NIT bid for
now are the losses of regular
season champions in their own
conference tournaments.
Middle Tennessee State won
the regular season Sun Belt title,
but was ousted by Florida
International Sunday night in
the conference tournament.
Should the Blue Raiders not
III See RACERS, 10A

PREP SOFTBALL'

PREP TENNIS

NICK DOLAN

tion with those guys, it sounds
like Murray State would take an
offer to play in some sort of
postseason tournament should it
get one.
"I'm really just trying to get a
haven't heard back yet," he said feel for the guys right now," he
via telephone Monday after- said. "If we don't make the NIT,
noon. "We are really just trying do they still want to keep going?
to get an inclination, because From what I've heard today,. I
before we lost those last two think they do."
home games, I thought we had a
Murray State's second year
really good chance. Hopefully head coach said the administrathe way we played in Nashville tion would consider participatwill give us a strong opportuni- ing in either the College
ty, because to get an at-large bid Basketball Invitational (CBI) or
Collegelnsider.corn
to the NIT, that would be huge the
for us."
Postseason Tournament (CIT)
Prohm is currently out of should the Racers receive an
town recruiting, but did say he'd invitation.
Prohm said the NIT is taking
been able to speak with several
of his players. In his conversa- precedence for now, though.

MURRAY STATE HEAD COACH SAYS
SCHOOL WILL EXPLORE OTHER TWO
TOURNAMENTS AS `BACK-UP PLAN'
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MURRAY HIGH OPENS UP 2013 SEASON
TODAY, LOOKING.TO BUILD OFF LAST
YEAR'S REGIONAL TOURNAMENT RUN
By DAVID FtAMEY
Sports Writer
The Murray High Lady
Tigers got out of the topsy, turvey 4th District last year and
advanced to the regional tournament for the first time since
2005.
Ready to take the next step?
Not so fast, says Lady Tiger
coach Rick Grogan, who starts
his second season.
"We saw some success last
year but I don't want the girls to
think that we took that step —
it's time for the next one. It
doesn't happen just like that,"
Grogan said. "If they don't
come out ready to play each
time and make the improvements, anybody can beat us.".
Murray opens the 2013 season today at South Fulton. The
Lady Tigers were 19-13 last
year and advanced to the
regional semifinals.
Murray has only three
upperclassmen on the roster,
but a talented and versatile
group of youngsters.
"We've had quite a bit of
turnover with some critical
people leaving and some
younger kids coming in,"
Grogan said. "And we're fortunate that some of the younger
kids are experienced. But even
so, we're going to be young.
And even though a lot of
younger ones are very talented
and have played at a high-level,
it's still an adjustment for getting them ready to face elite
high school pitching."
Murray returnees start in the
circle, where sophomore Lexie
Harper returns after earning
all-region honors last year.
"It all starts in the circle and
we're going to lean on Lexie
early on," Grogan said.
Junior left-hander Prestley
Blanc is an off-speed specialist

that will give the Lady Tigers
Freshmen
options.
some
Savannah Grogan and Bayleigh
Blanc will also see action in the
circle.
Moss
Shelby
Catcher
returns and .is tryinkto recover
:1'016y.
from a nagging shoal:lei
Liz Grogiut and Rotifer
.Kindhart will back up Moss.
Three of the four infield
spots feature returning starters
with Sara Fitzer at first, Liz
Grogan at third and senior Julia
Cutts at short.
Curtis is the only Lady Tiger
senior.
"We look for her to be our
leader both on and off the field
and she's been that way since
she's been here," Grogan said.
"She's always positive and you
can't ask for a better leader."
At second, Rachel Kindhart
or Bayleigh Blane are battling
for the top spot, while Loryn
Carver could see action at
third.
The outfield spots are up for
grabs. Haley Atkins returns
after significant playing time a
year ago and is one of the
quickest Lady Tigers and could
start in center. In left, Madison
Cohoon is a returnee and
Harper, Prestley Blanc or
Carver could be in the mix.
Caitlin Mollette is a big bat
who could hit her away into the
lineup.
In right, Morghen Turley,
who could also see time at first,
and Caitlin Sholar and
Madison McClure look for
playing time.
Marshall
sees
Grogan
County as the favorite in the
4th District and anticipates
more battles with crossstown
rival Calloway County, who
Murray beat in extra innings in
District
year's 4th
last
Tournament,

RICKY MARTIN! Ledger & Times

Murray High senior Julia Curtis returns to help lead the Lady Tigers back to the 1st
Region Tournament this season. Curtis was a big part of Murray High's success a year
ago, and should help make them a contender.
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KENTUCKY BASKETBALL

Freshman Noel set to have surgery on injured left knee today

17

29
33
36

LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Kentucky freshman Nerlens
Noel will have surgery on his
injured left knee Tuesday. a
move that could offer a hint
about his future with the
Wildcats.
Famed orthopedic surgeon
James Andrews will perform the
operation to repair a torn anterior cruciatc ligament in Gulf
Breeze, Fla. Scott Mair of
University of Kentucky Sports
Medicine will observe and coordinate Noel's rehabilitation,
which is expected to take six to
eight months.

Noel's NBA prospects played
a major role in when the 6-foot10 freshman will have the surgery and who is performing it.
'Due to the unique timetable
for Nerlens' recovery in regards
to the NBA Draft deadline, the
University of Kentucky and
Noel's family thought it was in
his best interest to have his surgery performed by Dr. Andrews
in Florida." Kentucky athletic
spokesman
department
DeWaync Peevy said in a statement.
'Being one of the few surgeons that NBA franchises use

regularly, Dr. Andrews' involvement will allow the NBA personnel to have the most updated
post-surgery information available in regards to Nerlens' medical condition. Our medical staff
and administrators are not permitted to talk to NBA teams and
Nerlens is not allowed to be
examined by the NBA, prior to
the draft, without jeopardizing
his eligibility."
John
coach
Kentucky
Calipari wouldn't comment on
Noel's return to the program,
saying "all the other stuff will
take time to play out" during a

Monday teleconference.
Noel sustained the seasonending injury on Feb. 12 at
Florida and was expected to
have the surgery within two to
three weeks
Considered the nation's top
recruit and projected as an NBA
draft lottery pick, Noel was leading the nation with 106 blocks
when he sustained the devastating injury with eight minutes
remaining in the Wildcats' eventual 69-52 loss to the Gators.
Noel, who has attended
Wildcats home games since his
injury, will not be with the team

for the Southeastern Conference
beginning
tournament
Wednesday in Nashville. Tenn.
"After talking with my family, I decided to schedule my surgery over spring break so I
wouldn't miss as much class,"
Noel said in a statement. "I wish
all my teammates luck in the
SEC tournament and look forward to getting back to
Lexington as soon as I can to
begin my rehab and finish my
school work."
Kentucky (21-10, 12-6)
struggled to play well consistently with a healthy Noel and

the Wildcats are just 4-3 without
him. Tennessee routed the
Wildcats 88-58 in their first
game without Noel before reeling off three straight wins.
But the Wildcats then lost
two road games before rebounding with Saturday's 61-57 home
win over the Gators that earned
them the No. 2 seed for the conference tournament. Beating
Florida also provided the late
season signature victory that the
defending national champions
needed to improve their chances
of earning an at-large NCAA
tournament bid.
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SUN BELT CHAMPIONSHIP: WESTERN KENTUCKY
65, FIU 63

WKU headed back to NCAA Tournament

By KURT VOIGT
stretch."
AP Sports Writer
Florida International (18-14
HOT SPRINGS, Ark. (AP) led by as many as eight
in the
— Western Kentucky's George first half one night after
shockFant had a message for his ing
top-seeded
Middle
teammates following an 0-for-5 Tennessee, but the Panthe
rs
shooting performance in a win were unable to overco
me 24-ofover Arkansas State on Sunday 62 shooting.
night.
Cameron Bell led four
"Thank you for having my Florida International players
in
back." Fant said. "I'm not going double figures with 15
points.
to play like that twice."
Malik Smith had 14, Jerome
Fant proved prophetic on Fink 13 and Tymell Murphy
11.
Monday night, scoring 17
'We were probably a little
points and grabbing 13 tired; we had such a war
last
rebounds to help the Hilltoppers night,' Florida Interna
tional
book a return trip to the NCAA coach Richard Pitino said.
"To
tournament with a 65-63 win beat a team as good as
Middle
over Florida International in the Tennessee ... takes a lot out
of a
Sun Belt Conference champi- team."
onship game.
The win caps a remarkable
The win earned fifth-seeded two-year tournament run for
Western Kentucky (20-15) its Western Kentucky, which
sursecond straight tournament vived a mid-season coachi
ng
championship and NCAA tOur- change last year to reach its
first
nament berth. It followed the NCAA tournament since 2009.
same script as last season, win- The run included an NCAA
win
ning four games in four days to over Mississippi Valley State
—
secure the school's fourth with President Barack Obama
NCAA appearance in six sea- watching — before a loss
to
sons.
eventual national champion
They capped the run, which Kentucky in the second round.
included a thrilling last-minute
Little came easy in Harper's
win over Arkansas State on second season with
the
Sunday. by never trailing in the Hilltoppers, including a loss
in
second half and holding on the
regular-season
finale
against the resurgent Panthers.
against Middle Tennessee.
"It was a heck of a game; we
However,
Harper
and
knew it was going to be that Western Kentucky once again
way," Western Kentucky coach peaked when it mattered most.
Ray Harper said. "But our guys, The Hillfoppers led 62-60 with
they continued to believe, they less than a minute remaining,
continued to fight and once and Jamal Crook — who finagain made plays down the ished with 17 points — closed it

•Lakers...
From Page 9A
players returning from last year
that played often, we lost two
of them sho were foreign
exchange students that have
gone back to their home countries and the we lost two seniors
last year as well. So, it's just a
rebuilding year all around for
Calloway County."
Since the Lakers are having
to replace a cast of influential
players Brown said 4oing back
to the basics is what he will be
looking to do this season, and
said what he has seen in this
young season has given him

hope the Lakers aren't too far
away.
"We're really focusing on
the fundamentals," he said.
"We're trying to make sure
everyone has a good serve, a
good forehand and a good
backhand and is really'starting
to get used to the footwork. But
the one thing that is always
really neat about these kids is,
it's my second year, in both
years they have been very highly competitive themselves.
Which helps a lot in tennis
because it is more of an individual sport.
"They all are so highly com-

.S1ca12'1E'13CPAIN!CO
11, The Insurance Center of NIurra

out with three tree qtrows•in the Monday night, sitting directly
final 23.6 seconds.
Home•
('ar•Health • I ilf
behind the Florida International
Brandon Harris added 12 bench as his son tried to lead
inure slum
(11:1 Ill I
points for Western Kentucky on the school to its second
NCAA
David King
/NM JOhliNf011 1111 (I. • 2711-75343.:
4-of-7 shooting from 3-point tournament appear
ance.
range.
The Panthers' only other
It was Fant, though, who berth came in
1995. and its last
KHSAA Sports
Houston
34 30531 14.5
seemingly answered with a bas- winnin
Prep Baseball
g record before this seaLA Lakers
33 31 516 15.5
ket every
Monday
time
Florida son came in 1999-2000.
Utah
32 31 508
16
Murray High at Heath canceled
Dallas
International closed in —
29 33 468 185
"Certainly, it hurts pretty bad
Today
Portland
29
33
468
18.5
including a pair of free throws
Heath at Murray High 5 15 p.m
Minnesota
21 39 350 255
right now," Richard Pitino said.
Ballard Memonal at Carlisle Co 5 pm
and jumper in the second half
Phoenix
22 41 349
26
"But I tried to tell these guys,
Reidland at Graves Co 5 p m
New Orleans
22 42.344 265
that put Western Kentucky up
Hickman
Co
Paducah
at
Tilghman
Sacramento
5
there's zero doubt in my mind ...
22 43.338
27
54-48.
m
d-clivisoon leader
they're going to look back and
Mayfield
at
Tngg
Co
530
p
m
',cinche
The performance followed
d playoff spot
his five-point, three-rebound reflect and you're going to see a
Prep Softball
Monday's Games
effort against Arkansas State in team that turned around a proToday
Philadelphia 106, Brooklyn 97
gram
Murray
that
High at South Fulton Tenn
was really strugOklahoma City at San Antonio 630
which he fouled out after 25.
5 30 p m
pm
gling."
minutes.
Hopkinsville at Mayfield. 530 p m
Detroit at Utah, 9 p m
Florida International used a
Denver at Phoenix. 10 pm
"I was waiting for them to
National
Basketba
Associat
ll
ion
New York at Golden State. 10 30 pm
try and double-team right away, 17-2 run earl.y to build a 19-11
Alt Times EDT
Tuesdays Games
Eastern Conference
but they didn't," Fant said. lead. Smith and Bell capped the
Washington at Cleveland, 7 p m
W
run
with
L
Pct
back-t
o-back
GB
Boston
3-point
Charlotte
at
,7p m
"When I (saw) it, I knew that I
x-Miami
47 14 770
LA Lakers at Orlando, 7 pm
was going to score at will. For ers for the Panthers, who split
d-New York
38 22 633 85
New Orleans at Brooklyn, 7 30 p m
d-Indiana
39 24 619
me to come in here and do that, the regular season series with
9
Atlanta at Miami, 7 30 pm
Brooklyn
37 27 578 115
San Antonio at Minnesota, 8 p m
I'm really happy to help my the Hilltoppers.
Chicago
35 28.556
13
Dallas at Milwauki. 8 pm
The lead didn't last long,
Boston
team get a victory and get a
34 28 548 135
Memphis at PortlaRd. 10 p.m
Atlanta
34 28.548 135
however, as Western Kentucky
Wednesday's Games
championship."
Milwaukee
32 29 525
15
Miami
at Philadelphia, 7 p.m.
While the Hilltoppers will went on an 11-0 run to pull
Toronto
25 39 391 235
Minnesota at Indiana, 7 pm
Philadelphia
play on, Florida International ahead 22-19 on its way to a 3124 39 381
24
Milwaukee at Washington. 7 p.m
Detroit
23 42 354
26
Toronto at Boston, 7.30 p m
halftime
heads home after its first season 29
lead.
The
Cleveland
21 42 333
27
LA Lakers at Atlanta. 730 p m
under Pitino — the son of Hilltoppers held the lead
Washington
20 41 328
27
Phoenix at Houston, 8 p.m
Orlando
18 46 281 305
Louisville coach Rick Pitino. throughout the second half, and
Utah at Oklahoma City, 8 p.m
•
Charlotte
13 50 206
35
Chicago at Sacramento. 10 pm
Pitino was hired last April, tak- they can now turn their attenWestern Conference
Detroit at Golden State, 10-30 pm
ing over after a three-year tion to another NCAA tournaL Pct GB
Memphis at LA Clippers, 1030 pm
d-San Antonio
48
15
762
New York at Denver. 10 30 p m
stretch during which the school ment run.
d-Oklahoma City
47 16746
1
was 26-65 under former coach
"When you win a champid-L A Clippers
45 20.692
4
Memphis
42 19 689
Isiah Thomas.
5
onship, you win a champiDenver
42 22 656 65
Thomas was fired after last onship," Western Kentucky
Golden State
35 29 547 135
season's 16-19 record, paving guard T.J. Price said. "It all
the way for the younger Pitino feels good. Right now, (we're)
to leave his job as an assistant just getting the feeling back on,
under his father. The elder just like last year. It feels real
From Page 9A
Pitino was in Summit Arena on good."
whether Murray State fans will
make the field of 68 for the see the Racers again this season
NCAA's, they will take up one or not still hangs in the air,
Prohm said he and his staff will
of
the N1T's 32 slots.
petitive. They work with each
On the girls side Brown said
still use the next five or six days
Cases
like
that
can't
keep
other in practice when I'm he will be doing much of
the happening for the Racers to have as a work week.
working with other players. same to see who will make his
The Racers will go through
a legitimate shot to crack the
They're all just very head- top singles spot but it is
light, individual workouts and
NIT field.
strong, competitive and they between Laiken Balmer and
"If you don't win your con- weight lifting Tuesday and
want to win."
Lily Swain - both of which are ference tournament, those teams Wednesday, and then have
full
With McReynolds holding paired for the top doubles team.
are taking bids," Prohm said. team practices Thursday, Friday
the top seed for the boys sin"We've only; had five prac- "Hopefully Middle Tennes
see and Saturday.
gles, Brown said he will be tices, which is not much at
all State will get into the NCAA
By then, Prohm should have
playing with options for the especially when you're trying
Tournament, but whether it's a better picture of just where
boys doubles. •
to have seeding matches and all them or Mercer or Charleston Murray State fits
into the postHowever, he paired Bailey that to get your lineups set,"
Southern, those teams are get- season puzzle.
Futrell and Eric Winkler for the Brown said. "So we're kind of
ting guaranteed bids.
"I don't know how much
match
against
Paducah just trying to tinker with some
"The more teams'that lose as clarity we will have, but we are
Tilghman's top seeded doubles things this week to figure out
the No. 1 seed in their tourna- going to get back to doing some
team and Brown said they were what is going to work best and
ment go to the NIT, that creates things this week," Prohm said.
holding strong and competing see who is going to pair up with
less spots."
"We just want to keep them
well together.
each other the best."
While the question of fresh for whatever happens."
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March 12 Breds
vs. Northern Illinois

March 13 Breds
vs. Northern Illinois at
March 15 Breds

I

vs. UT Martin at 3:00pm

ban
liessouri at Noon

ends
vs. UT Martin at 2:00em

March 17 Softball
vs. Southeast Missouri at Noon

March 17 Breds
Martin at 1 :00pm
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For every new or pre-owned vehicle we sell by March 30th,
David Taylor Chrysler will donate $100 to St. Judes.
If we sell 30 or more, we will double our donation!
1400 North 12th Street • Murray • 2.70 753 r,
davidtaylorchrysler.com
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